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 Laparoscopic surgery dates back to the 1900s. In 
Russia in 1901, a German physician performed the 

1first laparoscopic procedure on a human.  Ten years 
later, Jacobaeus used thoracoscopy and laparoscopy 
to diagnose several disease states, including 
malignancy. In 1985, Dr. Muhe performed the first 
successful laparoscopic cholecystectomy (lap chole) 
in a human. However, this was not well publicized 
until years later. In 1988, first lap chole was performed 
in the USA and from 1991it has been accepted as a 
routine and standard procedure.

Benefits of Minimally Invasive Surgery
 There is usually less discomfort following 
minimally invasive surgery because the incisions are 
much smaller than those used in traditional surgery.  
This has been shown to result in a shorter hospital stay, 
less need for prescription of pain medications, an 
earlier return to normal activities and less visible 
scarring.  While some experts have suggested a long-
term benefit of minimally invasive surgery however it 
is generally accepted that the primary benefits are 
seen in the initial recovery from surgery and that the 
long-term outcomes of traditional and minimally 
invasive surgery are similar.

Laparoscopy for Diagnosis and Staging of Cancer
 Laparoscopy has been shown to decrease 
significantly the incidence of unnecessary laparotomy 
for unresectable disease in up to 67% of patients with 
abdominal malignancies. Many of these studies were 
done with early-generation computed tomography 
(CT) scans as part of the noninvasive work-up. Lowy 

2 3et al  and Burke et al , however, have shown that 
diagnostic laparoscopy continues to have significant 
advantages in preventing unnecessary laparotomy in 
patients with gastric cancer, pancreatic cancer, etc.  
even when current-generation CT scanning is used in 
the diagnostic work-up.
 Obtaining biopsies of organs, lymph nodes, and 
suspicious lesions during laparoscopy is an important 
part of the diagnosis and staging of malignancies. 
Laparoscopic guidance of liver biopsy has been 
shown to be a safe and effective alternative to open 
liver biopsy, and it significantly decreases hospital 
stay. A skilled laparoscopic surgeon should be able to 
perform biopsies of most intra-abdominal areas and 
organs and recognize suspicious lesions that require 
biopsy to rule out malignancy.

Laparoscopic Curative Resections

Minimally Invasive Esophagectomy (MIE)
 The first esophagectomy performed completely 
via laparoscopy through a transhiatal approach was in 
1995 by DePaul et al.  In 1999, Watson et al first 
described a completely minimally invasive Ivor 
Lewis technique. Minimally invasive techniques for 
esophageal resection have been reported to have 
acceptably reduced procedure-related morbidity 
without compromising disease-free survival rates. 
Luketich et al have an extensive reported experience; 
their initial series of 222 patients has grown to more 

4than 1000.   In the initial series, mortality was 1.4% 
versus 5.5% for an open approach.  Furthermore, the 
survival curve at 19-month follow-up was comparable 
in the two groups. In their 2012 report of 1011 patients 
who underwent MIE via either a modified McKeown 
minimally invasive approach or an MIE Ivor Lewis 
approach, the authors cited 0.9% mortality for the 
MIE Ivor Lewis approach. 
 Van der Sluis et al assessed the long-term 
oncologic results of robot-assisted minimally 
invasive thoracolaparoscopic esophagectomy 
(RAMIE) with two-field lymphadenectomy in 108 
patients with potentially resectable esophageal 
cancer. They found RAMIE to be oncologically 
effective and capable of providing good local control 
with a low percentage of local recurrence at long-term 
follow-up. In a prospective phase II study 
(coordinated by the Eastern Cooperative Oncology 
Group) aimed at assessing the feasibility of MIE in a 
multi-institutional setting, Luketich et al reported the 

5following results:
 The 30-day mortality in eligible patients who 
underwent MIE was 2.1%. The median ICU stay was 
2 days. The median hospital stay was 9 days. Adverse 
events classified as grade 3 or higher included 
anastomotic leakage (8.6%), acute respiratory distress 
syndrome (ARDS; 5.7%), pneumonitis (3.8%), and 
atrial fibrillation (2.9%). The estimated 3-year overall 
survival (median follow-up, 35.8 months) was 58.4%. 
Loco regional recurrence occurred in only 7 patients 
(6.7%)

 Laparoscopic Gastrectomy
 The laparoscopic surgery was initially applied for 
early gastric cancer, and adequate evidences have 
been accumulated in studies on the early gastric 
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cancer, making it one of the standard treatment 
options for the early gastric cancer. Along with the 
maturation of the laparoscopic D2 radical 
gastrectomy for gastric cancer, the application of 
laparoscopic techniques for advanced gastric cancer 
has increasingly been accepted. The learning curve is 
particularly important during the adoption of the 
laparoscopic surgery for gastric cancer.
 Open gastrectomy with a minimal lymph node 
dissection of 15 for staging purposes remains an 
appropriate  surgical  t reatment  for  gastr ic 
adenocarcinoma in the West. With increasing 
experience and expertise of oncologic surgeons in the 
minimally invasive approach to gastric resection for 
cancer, it is becoming evident that laparoscopy as a 
technique for resection, provides equivalent 
resections with equivalent lymphadenectomy 
comparable to the open approach with no compromise 
in recurrence or long-term survival based on 
preliminary studies. In addition, based on the known 
benefits of the minimally invasive approach including 
reduced surgical trauma, blood loss, pain and quicker 
recovery for the patient, we are encouraged to expand 
our indications for this approach.

Laparoscopic Pancreatic Surgery
 Laparoscopic pancreatectomy has recently 
emerged as one of the most advanced applications of 
s u r g e r y ,  a n d  t o t a l  l a p a r o s c o p i c 
pancreaticoduodenectomy (TLPD) has proven to be 
among the most advanced laparoscopic procedures. 
Gagner and Pomp were the first to describe the 
laparoscopic Whipple procedure in 1994.  A review of 
the literature shows that 146 laparoscopic Whipple 
procedures have been published worldwide since 
1994. This review demonstrates that the laparoscopic 
Whipple procedure is not only feasible but also safe, 
with low mortality and acceptable rates of 

6complications.

Laparoscopic Resection of Colorectal Cancer
  Video-laparoscopic techniques in colorectal 
surgery were used for the first time in 1990 by Moises 
Jacobs in Miami, Florida while performing a right 

7hemicolectomy.  The development of a circular 
stapling device for colostomy closure permitted the 
first laparoscopic colostomy closure to be performed 
by in 1990 by Joseph Uddo. The development of a 
laparoscopic intestinal stapler meant that for the first 
time, the bowel could be transected intraperitoneally. 
Dennis Fowler successfully demonstrated this in 1990 
when he performed the first laparoscopic sigmoid 
resection. Subsequent years witnessed more technical 
innovations that could now make laparoscopic 
surgeries on the colon and rectum feasible.
 Laparoscopic colon surgery for cancer has 
become the gold standard and in experienced hands, 

can be performed safely and reliably with many short-
term benefits to the patients while resulting in at least 
equivalent long-term outcomes as open surgery. Other 
potential, but less conclusively demonstrated benefits 
include better preservation of cell-mediated immune 
function and reduced tumor cell proliferation.  
Although a similar level of evidence did not yet exist 
for the laparoscopic rectal surgery for cancer, the 
long-term outcomes of the Colorectal Cancer 
Laparoscopic or Open Resection (COLOR) II trial 
indicate that laparoscopic surgery is as safe and 
effective as open surgery in patients with rectal 

8cancers without invasion of adjacent tissues.

Robotic Surgery
  “Robotic surgery” or “robotic-assisted surgery” 
is a newer variation on minimally invasive colon and 
rectal surgery. The technique is very similar to 
standard laparoscopic surgery in that instruments are 
passed into the abdomen through trocars.  Rather than 
manipulate the instruments manually, the surgeon sits 
at a console, or special computer desk, and 
manipulates small controllers while observing the 
inside of the abdomen with a 3-D monitor. A 
sophisticated computer system translates the 
movements of the surgeon’s hands to the robot, which 
then moves the surgical instruments.  Because the 
robot is only capable of working in a relatively small 
part of the abdomen at a time and is difficult to 
reposition, it is often used for only a portion of an 
operation.  The remainder of the operation is usually 
performed laparoscopically.  Robotic surgery is 
gaining popularity primarily for rectal operations 
because the robotic instruments are well suited to 
operating in the pelvis where laparoscopic surgery is 
more difficult.  Van der Sluis et al assessed the long-
term oncologic results of robot-assisted minimally 
invasive thoracolaparoscopic esophagectomy 
(RAMIE) with two-field lymphadenectomy in 108 
patients with potentially resectable esophageal 
cancer.  They found RAMIE to be oncologically 
effective and capable of providing good local control 
with a low percentage of local recurrence at long-term 
follow-up.
Because it is a newer technique, there is less evidence 
available to compare the outcomes of robotic surgery 
with traditional open surgery or the more established 
minimally invasive techniques.  Potential advantages 
include better visibility and greater ability to perform 
minimally invasive procedures on the rectum.  
Disadvantages include the high cost of the robot, 
which may limit its availability, and the need for 
additional training. 

Conclusion
 After the long hibernation of laparoscopic 
surgery, in the last decade modern technology has 
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created a spate of laparoscopic techniques and 
procedures. This new technology coupled with 
rapidly increasing surgical experience has made 
laparoscopy a viable tool in the diagnosis and 
management of abdominal malignancy. For patients 
devastated by a diagnosis of malignancy, avoiding 
open surgery with concomitant benefits such as 
decreased pain and shorter hospitalization can be a 
bright spot in the battle against cancer.
 Laparoscopy, however, has not undergone such 
rapid development without significant costs. Many 
surgeons, under economic and competitive pressures, 
have begun to perform laparoscopic procedures 
without adequate training or monitoring which has 
resulted in increase in rate of major complications and 
rarely death. Credentialing of laparoscopic 
procedures has varied and is sometimes based only on 
the experience gained at a 1- or 2-day course. Only 
when thorough training and preparation are required 
and strict credentialing is mandated can the risk of 
complications from laparoscopic surgery can be 
minimized.
 The future of laparoscopic surgery for the 
management of malignancy holds exciting prospects. 
However, this bright future is in jeopardy if scientific 
evaluation, including prospective studies, of these 
new procedures, especially those for attempted 
curative resection, is not carried out to determine 
which procedures benefit the patient. Although 
surgeons, with pressure from patients, hospitals, and 
equipment companies, are happy to perform 
laparoscopic procedures offering their patients less 
pain and earlier return to normal activities, they must 
remember first to do no harm.
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 The genetic profile of an individual plays a 
crucial role in the causation of cancers and differences 
in the prevalence of cancers in various geographic 
regions may be accentuated because of the exposure to 
various genotoxic agents accidentally, occupationally 
or by life style. The various cancers that I have 
scrutinized utilizing genetic studies, oral cancers in 
India, colorectal and lung cancers in the USA, and non-
Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL) in agricultural areas in the 
USA, each involve either life style or occupational 
exposure to carcinogenic/genotoxic agents . 
Cytogenetics was frequently used in genotoxicity and 
carcinogenic testing protocols. My scientific journey in 
research and translational medicine has been in the field 
of cytogenetics and spans for nearly 30 years and three 
institutes: The Gujarat Cancer and Research Institute 
(GCRI), M. D.  Anderson Cancer Center (MDACC) 
and University of Nebraska Medical Center (UNMC). 
 At GCRI, we utilized all the available techniques 
for our research. My pre-doctoral work focused on: 
(1)Delineation of the genetic causes in the etiology of 
oral cancers and development of an algorithm 
utilizing genetic techniques for genotoxicity and 
genetic susceptibility investigations. Then and even 
today, oral cancers are among the most common 
cancers in India and Southeast Asia. We examined 
polymorphism in constitutive heterochromatin which 
correlates with causation of many cancers including 
oral cancers. Further, a combined application of 
genotoxicity assays and polymorphism studies 
provided a deeper insight in neoplastic transformation 
process.  During pre-doctoral years, I investigated the 
effects of betel nut chewing in oral cancers and oral pre-
malignant conditions. The description of oral cancers 
was made in "Sushruta-Sanhita" an ancient Sanskrit 
text on medicine and surgery written in 600 BC, the 
mention of betel quid chewing was done in 
Mahawamsa (in Pali language) in 506 BC. The 
inclusion of tobacco, which was introduced in India 
around 16th century by the Portuguese, and considered 

as the major culprit, was a matter of choice implying 
that other ingredient besides tobacco may be causing 
the disease. This was reason enough to pursue the 
effects of areca-nut (betel nut) in the causation of 
premalignant conditions and oral cancer. Areca nut was 
erroneously considered safe, constitutes the major 
amount of betel quid, but there were very few scientific 
studies since the western world was chasing tobacco 
and had noted its association with the occurrence of 
lung cancers. My research findings on cell line and 
among humans consuming betel nut without tobacco 
showed that betel nut is implicated in the causation of 
oral premalignant and malignant conditions. My work 
on determining genetic aberrations in various in vitro 
models and among humans with oral premalignant 
conditions and oral cancers was pivotal and led to the 
inclusion of regulatory statements and statutory 
warning on the packets of Pan Masala (without 
tobacco) a popular and widely consumed food product 
in India. My research stimulated several investigations, 
and this genetic testing algorithm has since been 
utilized for many other alleged carcinogenic products.  
 The main focus of my post-doctoral research at 
MDACC, Texas, was to: (2)Identify specific 
chromosomal breakpoints that determine genetic 
susceptibility in colorectal and lung cancers, two of 
the most common cancers in the U.S.The findings 
provided a conceptual basis that, lymphocytic 
chromosomal analyses reflected similar pattern of 
abnormalities as the tumor tissues and indicated that 
lymphocytic chromosomal analysis could aid in 
identifying genetically susceptible individuals. The 
break points clustered in the regions that harbor either 
oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes and suggested 
that the genomic instability represented at the 
chromosomal level helps to better understand the 
relationship between genetic susceptibility and 
environmental carcinogenesis. By challenging the 
lymphocytes with a known clastogen in vitro, I found 
that chromosomal fragility is specific for particular 
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suppressor gene with transformation and disease 
progression was subsequently defined by us and other 
investigators. 
 We have continued to work in this area of 
t ransla t ional  medicine where chromosomal 
rearrangements play a crucial role in pathogenesis, 
progression, and prognosis. Rearrangements of the 
chromosome locus 1p36 with ensuing deletion or 
disruption of TP73, one of the most distally located 
putative tumor suppressor genes, is frequent in NHL 
and confers inferior prognosis. TP73 shares homology 
to TP53 and is capable of transactivating p53 target 
genes. We investigated the relationship between 
rearrangements of chromosome locus 1p36 and p73 
expression and examined whether p73 is involved in the 
regulation of proliferation and survival in common 
subtypes of NHL. We utilized molecular techniques in 
conjunction with fluorescence in situ hybridization 
(FISH) in patient specimens and cell lines with and 
without 1p36 abnormalities. Rearrangements of 1p36 
consequently deregulated p73 isoform expression 
resulting in proliferation and apoptosis in follicular 
(FL) and DLBCL. In vitro studies in DLBCL cells and 
modulating the expression of the two opposing p73 
isoforms (TAp73 and ∆Np73) using expression vectors 
and siRNA showed altered growth and responses to 
stress and chemotherapy in DLBCL cells. 
 Despite the improvement in NHL outcome, 
recurrence and residual disease are ongoing problems. 
Based on our observation of the regulation of apoptosis 
and therapeutic response of NHL cells by p73, we 
investigated the effect of an NSAID and a COX 
inhibitor in DLBCL and mantle cell lymphoma (MCL), 
two clinically aggressive NHL subtypes. In vitro 
treatment of DLBCL or MCL cells demonstrated a 
dose- and duration-dependent growth inhibition. These 
results were independent of p53 status. Biological 
studies showed significantly enhanced cell death and 
cell cycle arrest and molecular studies confirmed 
caspase cascade activation and modulation of p73 
isoforms. These findings illustrated that modulation of 
p73 induces apoptosis and expression of pro-apoptotic 
and cell cycle regulatory targets. Our studies provided a 
molecular elucidation for the prognostic effect of 1p36 
chromosomal rearrangements in NHL, established p73 
as a potential therapeutic target, and highlighted the 
potential of a COX inhibitor as a novel adjuvant 
therapeutic agent in NHL management. 

 These investigations emphasize that 
delineating the functional aspect of genetic 
alterations and defining clinical targets facilitates 
therapeutic modulation, and accentuates the 
significance of comprehensive genetic studies in 
translational medicine.

cancers and challenging the cells with mutagens reveals 
this specificity at a more pronounced rate. Clustering of 
breaks occurred in specific chromosomal regions and 
provided clues for further molecular analysis. 
 After joining UNMC, Nebraska,a world 
renowned for diagnosis and management of 
lymphomas, my research emphasis was on NHL.My 
laboratory participated in multicenter epidemiologic 
studies that led to the: (3)Delineation of the 
epidemiologic factors influencing genetically 
defined lymphomas and determined that the risk of 
NHL with a specific genetic translocation was 
significantly elevated among farmers who used 
herbicides and insecticides compared to those who 
never used any pesticides. Our findings defined the role 
of various pesticides and elucidated the increased 
incidence of lymphomas in specific regions of the U.S, 
including the state of Nebraska, where agriculture is a 
predominant occupation. 
 My laboratory has played a prominent role in: 
(4)Multicenter investigations for genetic profiling of 
non-Hodgkin lymphomas: we participated invarious 
investigations leading to new categorization of 
lymphomas based on genetic changes. Based on gene 
expression profiling the Diffuse large B-cell 
lymphomas (DLBCL) were categorized into two major 
categories, the GCB-like and the ABC-like; distinctly 
different overall survival is observed in these two 
categories of DLBCL. Molecular profiling can predict 
survival in DLBCL; and DNA microarrays can 
formulate a molecular predictor of survival after 
chemotherapy for DLBCL. We also determined that a 
distinctly different set of genes are expressed Burkitt’s 
lymphoma as compared to all other NHL. Even among 
cases containing CMYC translocation which could be 
observed in both DLBCL and Burkitt’s lymphoma, the 
distinction can be made based on gene expression 
profile. The studies have redefined the prognostic 
implications of various genetically defined subtypes 
and their therapeutic stratification. Numerous 
lymphoma patients have benefited from these studies. 
 At UNMC,  I  also  continued  investigations on:
(5) Defining chromosomal breakpoints in NHL that 
may be responsible for lymphomagenesis and 
progression.  My laboratory cytogenetically 
characterized the largest series of untreated NHL and 
isolated a then unidentified specific chromosomal 
abnormality that plays a role in lymphoma progression. 
The chromosome band 1p36 was frequently disrupted 
in NHL specifically, the follicular and diffuse large B-
cell lymphomas.  This seminal definition of the 
breakpoint and the delineation of molecular 
consequences of the disruption of that genetic region 
deleting a putative tumor suppressor gene lead to 
numerous investigations. The correlation of the 
chromosomal region and loss of putative tumor 
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Summary
 Immune system play a major role in malignant 
transformation and to understand the role of immune cells in 
breast carcinoma. We have evaluated lymphocytes, monocytes, 
neutrophils, ALC (absolute lymphocyte count), AMC (absolute 
monocyte count), ANC (absolute neutrophil count), ATC 
(absolute T-cell count), AHTC (absolute helper T-cell count), and 
ACTC (absolute cytotoxic T-cell count) expression. The 
flowcytometry method applied for evaluation of CD markers for 
r espec t ive  immune  ce l l s  in  pe r iphera l  b lood ,  and 
immunohistochemistry methodology applied for T-cell and 
neutrophils infiltration in tumor tissue of breast carcinoma 
patients. The median value of neutrophils (p = 0.04) and absolute 
count of neutrophils was found higher, while median value of 
lymphocytes was lower in breast carcinoma patients than healthy 
controls. However no difference in median value of monocytes, 
absolute lymphocyte counts (ALC), absolute monocyte count 
(AMC) was noted between these two groups. Further, median 
value of CD3+ T-cells and CD8+ cytotoxic T-cells was found 
lower and CD4+ Helper T-cells was found higher in breast 
carcinoma patients as compared to healthy women. In relation to 
clinico-pathological parameters, the median value of CD4+ helper 
T-cells was found significantly lower in grade III and median 
value of CD8+ cytotoxic T-cells was found significantly increased 
in BR Score 8 tumors. In tumor microenvironment, CD3+ T-cell 
infiltration  were seen in 98% of patients. A significant higher 
incidence of CD3+ T-cell infiltration (2+ or 3+ score) was seen in 
patients with >48 years and BR Score 8 tumors. Further, patients 
with CD3+ T-cells infiltration in tumor microenvironment with 2+ 
or 3+ score had low median level of helper T-cells (CD4+) in 
circulation as compared to patients with 0 or 1+ score. This study 
observed immune suppression in breast cancer patients and 
antitumor activity of CD3+ T-cells in tumor microenvironment. 
Keywords:  AMC,  ALC,  ANC,  ATC,  AHTC,  ACTC, 
Flowcytometry, Immunespression.

Introduction
 Breast cancer is the first leading malignancy 
in women worldwide according to Globocon 2012 

1with an incidence of 27%.  In India and at Gujarat 
Cancer and Research Insitute, similar incidence was 
noted.
 It has long been recognized that immune 
system plays a role in the development of cancer. 
Immune cells can suppress tumor development by 
killing tumor cells or inhibiting their growth. 
Conversely, they can also promote tumor progression 
by selecting tumor cells that are fit to grow in an 
immune competent host or by establishing an 
immunosuppressive environment. Breast carcinoma 
are thought to progress in immunocompetent hosts 
and therefore, it fails to elicit an effective immune 
response. The host immune response to malignant 
tumor comprises not only to local response to tumor 

microenvironment, but also systemic effects. The 
most frequent systemic alteration detected in solid 
t u m o r  l y m p h o c y t e s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h 
immunosuppression. T-cell are found to be one of the 
key factors which coordinate the host immune system 
to survey and eliminate cells with malignant 
transformation. T-cell can affect tumor cells directly, 
or can act indirectly via the production of cytokines 
that amplify immune response. T-cells broadly 
classified in to CD8+ and CD4+ cells. Alteration in T-

2-8cells correlated with poor patient outcome.
 In this study, an attempt was made to 
understand immune dysfunction by evaluation of 
absolute count of lymphocytes, monocytes, 
neutrophils, T-cells and their subsets in peripheral 
blood of breast cancer patients and healthy individuals 
as well as CD3+ T cells and MPO+ neutrophils in 
tumor microenvironment of breast cancer patients. 
 Therefore, a better understanding of immune 
dysfunction in breast cancer will enable to design 
novel therapeutic approaches to overcome cancer 
induced immune dysfunction.        

Materials and Methods
Patients:  In this study, female with breast carcinoma 
patients (N=51, age range 35-75 years) diagnosed and 
treated at Gujarat Cancer and Research Institute, 
Ahmedabad were enrolled. Peripheral blood samples 
were collected before surgery from all the patients as 
well as from aged matched normal healthy women 
(N= 21, age range 35-75 years) in EDTA vacuette (BD 
Vacutainer K2 EDTA, BD NJ, USA). Tumor tissue 
samples of 49 breast carcinoma patients were 
collected at the time of surgery. The WBC count was 
recorded from haematology department of the 
institute. This study was approved by institutional 
scientific review board and ethics committee.

Flow Cytometry: In peripheral blood lymphocytes, 
monocytes, neutrophils using CD45 and T-cell 
subsets using CD3, CD4, and CD8 antibodies were 
evaluated on flow cytometer. Briefly, 10ul of antibody 
for respective CD antigen was added to the whole 
blood (100µl) and incubated for 15 minutes. The 
antibodies included CD45 (PerCp, clone 2D1) to 
identify the lymphocytes population and CD3 (APC, 
clone Sk7), CD4 (PEcy7, clone Sk3), CD8 (APCH7,
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 clone Sk1) for T-cell and its subsets, respectively. 
After incubation, 2 ml of erythrocyte lysing solution 
(1:10 dilution) was added and incubated for 15 
minutes at room temperature. Then cells were 
centrifuge at 400g for 5 minutes and resuspended in 
500µl of PBS. All the reagents were obtained from BD 
Biosciences, San Jose, CA. The samples were 
acquired in FACS Canto II flowcytometer. The 
adjustment of PMT voltage and compensation was 
carried out prior to acquisition using CST beads. The 
samples were acquired in BD Diva software and at 
least 30,000 total cells were acquired. Within the 
lymphocytes, T-cell subsets were identified as: CD3+ 
cells as T-cells, CD4+ T-cells as Helper T-cells, and 
CD8+ T-cells as Cytotoxic T-cells. (Figure: 1) Further, 
percentage of positive cells was calculated using dot 
plots and absolute cell count using following 
formulae.   
Percentage calculated using dot plots:
(WBC count: Done on cell counter LH750) 
Absolute Lymphocyte count (ALC)  =
WBC count× percentage of lymphocytes/µl 
                    100

Absolute Neutrophil count (ANC) =
WBC count× percentage of neutrophils /µl 
       100

Absolute Monocyte  count (AMC) =
WBC count× percentage of monocytes /µl   
       100 

Absolute T-cell count (ATC) =
Absolute lymphocytes count× percentage of T-cell /µl 
              100

Absolute Helper T-cell count (AHTC) =
Absolute T-cell count× percentage of helper T-cell /µl 
   100

Absolute Cytotoxic T-cell count (ACTC) =
Absolute T-cell count× percentage of cytotoxic T-cell /µl 
   100

I m m u n o h i s t o c h e m i c a l  l o c a l i z a t i o n : 
Immunohistochemical localization of tumor 
infiltrating CD3+ T-cells and MPO+ neutrophils were 
evaluated on formalin fixed paraffin embedded 
(FFPE) tissue blocks containing primary tumor 
evaluated by Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining, 
on Ventana Benchmark XT autoimmunostainer using 
Ventana  reagents (Vantana, USA). The commercially 
available antibodies used were anti-CD3 antibody 
(clone F7.2.38, Dako) and anti-MPO antibody 
(polyclonal, Thermofisher). The tissue blocks were 
obtained from the archives of the department of 
Pathology of the institute. Four μm thin sections were 

cut on microtome (Leica, Germany) and taken on to 3 
Aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APES) coated slides. 
Briefly, the protocol include following steps of 
deparafinization using EZ solution, antigen retrieval 
for 60 minutes using retrieval solution CC1, and 
incubation with ultra view DAB Inhibitor for 4 

◦minutes, 100µl of anti-CD3 antibody at 37 C for 32 
◦minutes and anti-MPO antibody for 37 C at 60 

minutes respectively, ultra view HRP Multimer for 8 
minutes, ultra view DAB Detection kit for 8 minutes, 
counterstained with hematoxylin for 8 minutes and 
mounted with DPX.

Scoring: Two individual observers scored the 
sections. Brown color stained lymphocytes positive 
for CD3 and neutrophils for positive MPO were 
evaluated. The immunoreactivity scored as negative 
for (0, no membrane staining), 1+ (<10% cells 
stained), equivocal 2+ (10%-40% cells stained) and 
3+ (≥40%, cells stained).  

Statistical analysis:  Statistical analysis was carried 
out using SPSS statistical software version 23 (SPSS 
Inc, USA). Median value for absolute count of 
lymphocytes, monocytes, neutrophils, T-cell and their 
subsets for breast carcinoma patients and healthy 
women was calculated and compared using Mann-
whittney Chi-square test. The median value and 
correlation with clinico-pathological parameters was 
done by Mann-Whittney test and Pearson correlation. 
The P value ≤ 0.05 was considered as significant.

Results
 In peripheral blood using CD45 antibody 
three different populations were enumerated as 
lymphocytes, monocytes and neutrophils by flow 
cytometry in breast carcinoma patients and in healthy 
women (Figure 1). The median value of percentage 
and absolute count of these three populations of breast 
carcinoma patients were compared with healthy 
women.

Comparison of lymphocytes subsets in peripheral 
blood of breast carcinoma patients with healthy 
women: In comparison with healthy women, median 
value of and neutrophils (P=0.04) was higher and 
lymphocytes value was lower as compared to breast 
carcinoma patients, however the median value of 
monocytes was found similar in breast carcinoma 
patients and healthy women. Median value of CD3+ 
T-cells, cytotoxic T-cells (CD8+) seen lower and 
median value of helper T-cells (CD4+) seen higher in 
breast carcinoma patients as compared to healthy 
women (Table 1).  
 Further, a trend of higher median value of 
ALC and ANC was found in breast carcinoma patients 
as compared to healthy women. Whereas, median 
value of  AMC,  AHTC and ACTC were found similar
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Figure 1: Dot plot depicts  lymphocytes, monocytes, neutrophils
by CD45 gating and T cells and their subsets

Figure 2:  CD3+ T-cells infiltration in tumor microenvironment

Figure 3: No infiltration of CD3+ T-cells in tumor
microenvironment

Figure 4: MPO+ neutrophils infiltration in tumor
microenvironment

in breast carcinoma patients as compared to healthy 
women (Table 2).

Correlation of lymphocytes and T-cell subsets with 
cl inic-pathological  parameters of breast 
carcinoma patients: In relation to clinico-
pathological parameters, the median value of CD4+ 
helper T-cells was found significantly lower in grade 
III (P=0.039) compared to their respective 
counterpart. However, the median value of CD8+ 
cytotoxic T-cells was found significantly increased (P 
= 0.04) in BR Score 8 tumors than their counterparts. 
No significant correlation was noted of these cells with 
any other clinico-pathological parameters (Table 3).

I n c i d e n c e  o f  C D 3 +  T- c e l l s  i n  t u m o r 
microenvironment: In tumor microenvironment, 
CD3+ T-cell infiltration  were seen in 98% (47/49) of 
breast carcinoma patients with 1+ score in 29% 
(14/49), 2+ score  33% (16/49) and 3+ score in 35% 
(17/49) patients.

Comparison of CD3+ T-cells infiltration in tumor 
microenvironment with clinico-pathological 

parameters: A significant higher incidence of CD3+ 
T-cell infiltration (2+ 3+ score) was seen in patients 
with >48 years (p=0.02) and BRscore 8 (p=0.02) 
tumors as compared to their respective counterpart. 
(Figures: 2, 3) However, a trend of a higher incidence 
of CD3 infiltration in tumor microenvironment was 
noted in patients with post-menopausal status and 
node positive status as compared to their respective 
counter parts (Table 4).

Incidence of neutrophils in tumor tissue: Regarding 
neutrophils infiltration in tumor microenvironment 
only 9 patients exhibited MPO and therefore 
statistically analysis was not done. (Figures: 4, 5)

C o r re l a t i o n  o f  C D 3 +  T c e l l s  i n  t u m o r 
microenvironment with peripheral blood cells: 
Patients with CD3+ T-cell infiltration in tumor 
microenvironment with 2+ and 3+ score had low 
median level of Helper T-cell (CD4+) in circulation as 
compared to patients with 0 and 1+ score (p=0.08; 
Table 5)
Discussion 
 In   comparison   with   healthy  women,   the 
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ALC

AMC

ANC

ATC

AHTC

CD8

P-value

0.171

0.790

0.15

0.257

0.637

0.910

HC

BrCA

HC

BrCA

HC

BrCA

HC

BrCA

HC
BrCA

BrCA

HC

Z- value

-1.369

-2.422

-1.134

-0.472

-0.266

-0.113

Median

31.24

38.67

37.52

36.08

27.19

40.33

38.22

37.79
35.25

46.44

36.43

35.82

Mann-Whitnney (U)

425

514

340

444

516

487

Table 2: Comparison of absolute counts between breast carcinoma patients and healthy controls

HC, healthy control; BrCA, breast cancer; ALC, absolute lymphocyte count; AMC, absolute monocyte count; ANC, 
absolute neutrophil count; ATC; absolute T cell count; AHTC, absolute helper T cell count; ACTC, absolute cytotoxic T cell 
count 

Table 1: Comparison with percentage of lymphocytes subsets between breast carcinoma patients
               and healthy controls

Cells

Lymphocytes

Monocytes

Neutrophils

CD3

CD4

CD8

P-value

0.153

0.848

0.040

0.187

0.25

0.512

HC

BrCA

HC

BrCA

HC

BrCA

HC

BrCA

HC
BrCA

BrCA

HC

Z- value

-1.428

-2.052

-1.320

-2.234

-0.192

-0.656

Median

41.98

34.25

37.21

36.24

28.62

39.75

41.57

44.43
32.46

34.41

33.52

37.04

Mann-Whitnney (U)

420.500

520.500

601.00

429

473

348

                  
H� C, healthy control; BrCA, breast cancer

Figure 5: No infiltration of neutrophils in tumor
microenvironment

breast carcinoma patient had higher median value of 
neutrophils and absolute count of neutrophils with a 
lower median value of lymphocyte percentage. 
However, no difference in median value of 
monocytes, ALC, AMC was noted between these two 
groups. Further, median value of CD3+ T-cells and 
CD8+ cytotoxic T-cells was found lower and CD4+ 
helper T-cells was found higher in breast carcinoma 
patients as compared to healthy women. This suggests 
an altered immune response in patients with breast 
carcinoma. Such study was carried out in oral 

9squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) by Zahorec et al  
10and Birva at al  showed increase in neutrophils and 

monocytes and decrease in lymphocytes reflecting 
induction of inflammatory response. Elevated counts 
of  neutrophils in blood might be due  to production of 
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Parameter (N=49)

Age
≤48 (24)
>48 (25)
Menopausal status
Pre (21)
Post (28)
Tumor size
T1 (16) ≤2mm
T2 (25)>2-≤5mm
T3 (08)>5mm
Nodal status
N0 (21)
N1 (27)

Negative

17 (35%)
12 (50%)
05 (20%)
17 (35%)
10 (48%)
7 (25%)

17 (35%)
8 (50%)
8 (32%)
1 (12%)

17 (35%)
12 (43%)
5 (24%)

Positive

32 (65%)
12 (50%)
20 (80%) $
32 (65%)
11 (52%)
21 (75%)
32 (65%)
8 (50%)

17 (68%)
7 (88%)

32 (65%)
16 (57%)
16 (76%)

Parameter (N=49)

Stage
I (11)
II (23)
III (12)
Histological grade
I (07)
II (17)
III (20)
BR score
5 (07)
6 (09)
7 (09)
8 (19)

Negative

17 (35%)
7 (58%)
7 (28%)
3 (25%)

17 (35%)
2 (29%)

11 (52%)
4 (19%)

17 (35%)
6 (54%)
5 (56%)
2 (22%)
4 (20%)

Positive

32 (65%)
5 (42%)

18 (72%)
9 (75%) 

32 (65%)
5 (71%)

10 (48%)
17 (81%)
32 (65%)
5 (46%)
4 (44%)
7 (78%)

    16 (80%) @ 

(P values: *= 0.03, #= 0.04)

Parameter 
Patients

(N=51) 
ALC AMC ANC ATC AHTC ACTC CD3+ CD4+ CD8+

Age

8

7

6

5

BR score

III

II

I

Histological

grade

III

II

I

Stage

N1

N0

Nodal status

T3 >5mm 

T2 >2 ≤5mm

T1  ≤2mm  

Tumor size

Post

Pre

Menopausal

status

>48

≤48

19

9

9

7

20

17

7

11

25

12

27

21

08

25

16

30

21

27

24

1609

1254

1425

1248

1587

1425

1248

1590

1567

1238

1406

1518

1771

1578

1238

1396

1568

1356

1572

350

276

231

312

335

260

312

340

273

302

300

285

340

267

322

264

330

264

321

5028

4347

5082

6006

4862

4459

6006

4774

5337

4851

4161

5568

5890

4403

4851

4850

5700

4480

5737

36.04

12.35

47.04

24.96

36.04

37.05

24.96

70.84

34.22

23.12

42

28.60

21.85

37.64

40.23

37.64

40.80

37.06

43.22

636.48

564.30

580.16

522.72

636.48

580.16

522.72

555.50

636.88

423.02

580.16

621

637.56

636.88

489.84

510.63

580

264

600.58

474.81

364.32

313.50

297

459.99

364.32

297

456

443.40

407.55

315

456

530

434.01

407.55

422.61

445.20

422.82

433.80

1.30

0.70

2.30

1.60

1.30

1.60

1.60

4.10

1.60

1.55

2.30

1.20

1.10

1.70

3.25

1.90

2.70

1.80

2.95

36.50

40

43

40

36.50*

41

40

36

40

36.50

37

40

36

40

37

38

38

37

39

32#

26

28

25

30.50

28

25

28

28

32

28

29

31

28

28

27.50

30

27

29.50

Table 3: Comparison of peripheral blood cells of breast carcinoma patients with clinico-pathological
parameters

Table 4: Comparison of CD3+ T-cell in tumor microenvironment of breast carcinoma patients with
clinico-pathological parameters

(P values: $= 0.03, @= 0.02)
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CD3 in TM

(N=49)
ALC AMC ANC ATC AHTC ACTC CD3+ CD4+ CD8+

p 0.374 0.195 0.479 0.771 0.087↓ 0.479 0.275 0.771 0.492

r -0.130 -0.188 -.0104 0.043 -0.247 -0.101 -0.159 -0.043 -0.101

  Table 5: Correlation of CD3+T-cells in tumor microenvironment with peripheral blood

(p value =0.08 inverse correlation)
r= correlation coefficient; TM= tumor microenvironment

granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor 
11-13(GM-CSF) seen in several tumors. In addition, 

other cytokine such as granulocyte colony-
stimulating factor (G-CSF), interleukin- (IL-)1, and 
IL-6 produced by tumors seem to contribute elevated 
neutrophils counts in blood. The neutrophil is 
associated with poor prognosis in several types of 
cancer  such as lung,  melanoma and renal 

14-16carcinomas.  Also, neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio 
was introduced as prognostic factor for colorectal 

17carcinoma.  Neutrophils are frequently associated 
with inflammatory responses to infection and tissue 
damage which represents evidence for concept of 
cancer-related inflammation inducing tumor 

18progression.  Contrary to that gastric cancer an 
elevated neutrophil blood count is indicative of better 

19prognosis,  means neutrophils directly kill the tumor 
20-22cells both in vitro and in vivo.  Also, neutrophil 

from tumor-bearing animals were reported to 
enhanced cytotoxicity against several tumors cell 

23-25lines.  In the study in tumor microenvironment, 
neutrophils infiltration was noted in 18% of breast 
carcinoma patients. Tumor infiltrating neutrophils are 
more cytotoxic towards tumor cells and produced 
higher levels of tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα), 

26NO and H O .  In contrast, tumor infiltrating 2 2

neutrophils in established tumors had these functions 
down regulated and presented a more pro-tumorigenic 
phenotype. Therefore, the exact role of neutrophils 

27, 28within the tumor is controversial matter.
 In  r e l a t ion  to  c l in ico -pa tho log ica l 
parameters, the peripheral blood ALC, AMC and 
ANC was found lower in patients with older age (>45 
years) and post-menopausal patients. Further, in 
relation to increasing tumor size and lymph node 
status, median value of ANC, ACTC showed 
increasing trend while median value of ATC showed 
decreasing trend with increasing tumor size and 
positive lymph node status.  Further, CD3+ T-cells 
and ATC was found increasing with disease 
advancement (stage I to III). Regarding grade of 
tumor, median value of ALC and ACTC found higher 
and CD4+ Helper T-cells were significantly lower in 
grade III tumors and BR score 8 tumors. While ANC 
found higher in grade I and BR score 5 tumors. 

29Contrary to our finding Ching Liang ho et al  showed 
that ALC and AMC had no correlation with the 

30clinical parameters. A study by Qing Qing li et al  
found that elevated neutrophil count was associated 
with poor pathological differentiation, more advanced 
stage, more metastatic sites, peritoneal metastasis and 
higher Glasgow prognostic stage (GPS), all of which 
are suggesting that higher neutrophil count was 
probably related to great tumor burden. Also as 

31explained by Fondevila et al  cancer cells release 
myeloid growth factor (e.g., granulocyte colony 
stimulating factor) resulting in production of 
neutrophils. Circulating neutrophils secrete various 
cytokines, including vascular endothelial growth 
factor (VEGF), tumor necrosis factor-α and 
interleukins, which contribute to progression of 
cancer. 
 In tumor microenvironment, infiltration of 
CD3+ T-cell was noted in 98% of breast carcinoma 
patients, CD3+ T-cell infiltration with 2+ or 3+ score 
had low median level of helper T-cells (CD4+) in 
circulation as compared to patients with 0 or 1+ score. 
No such trend was seen with tumor size, lymph node 
status, tumor grade and vascular permeation. The 
intercorrelation of peripheral blood cells with CD3+ 
T-cells in tumor microenvironment showed an inverse 
correlation between AHTC of peripheral blood and 
CD3+ T-cells in tumor microenvironment. Reduction 
of CD4+ cells in blood inducing tumor infection 
causes CD4+ helper T-cells to migrate from blood to 

32the tumor site.
33,34Although Rathore et al observed significantly high 

intratumoral CD3+ counts in relation to tumor stage 
and no significant association of CD3+ and CD8+ 
TILs with other factors like age, menstrual status, 
family history, histological grade and lymph node 
status was noted in TNBC or breast ductal carcinoma 
patients. High tumor grade, stage and lymph node 
positivity are known poor prognostic factors in breast 
cancer. Infiltrating CD3+ TILs could be used as an 
adjunct to all cases of TNBC and could be useful in 
stratifying the patients into high-risk or low-risk 
category at the time of tissue diagnosis on resected 
specimen.

Conclusion
 In patients with breast carcinoma low 
lymphocytes and CD3+ T-cells with high neutrophils 
and CD8+ T-cells were seen in peripheral blood than 
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healthy women indicates immune suppression. 
Further, high cytotoxic T-cells in peripheral blood of 
grade III tumors with lower CD4+ helper T-cells was 
observed which indicate altered immune status of 
breast carcinoma patients. Also, CD3+ T-cells 
infiltration in tumor microenvironment was noted in 
98% of cases suggesting its anti-tumor activity. 
Hence, patients with altered immune status can be 
treated with interferon α and interleukin to boost up 
the immune response to help to kill cancer cells. 
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Summary
 Signalling through RARβ plays an important role in 
breast carcinogenesis. A growing body of evidence supports the 
hypothesis that RARβ gene is a tumor suppressor gene and chemo 
preventive effect of retinoids are due to induction of RARβ gene 
expression which is lost or reduced in many malignant tumors. 
Breast cancer is a leading malignancy among the female world 
wide. Therefore, this study was conducted to determine the 
expression of RARβ in breast cancer. The expression of RARβ 
mRNA was examined in 24 paired tissue specimen from patient 
with invasive ductal carcinoma using semi quantitative reverse 
transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) method. 
Statistical analysis of data was done by SPSS software (version 
15).The result depicted significantly reduced RARβ mRNA 
expression in malignant tissues as compared to normal tissues 
(p=0.003). Receive Operative characteristic Curve (ROC) curve 
analysis also revealed that RARβ could significantly discriminate 
between normal and malignant tissue (p=0.009). Further, analysis 
showed that RARβ expression was lower in old age and post-
menopausal woman. It was also decreased in early stage tumor, 
infiltration with no LN and organ metastasis and ER positive 
status. Interestingly, RARβ transcript levels were lowest in tumors 
with Luminal B subtype followed by TNBC. HER2 enriched 
tumors showed higher RARβ expression than other two subtypes. 
Collectively, observations suggest that reduction of RARβ gene 
expression is an important event in breast carcinogenesis.
Keywords: Breast cancer, Invasive ductal carcinoma, Retinoic 
acid receptor beta

Introduction
 Breast cancer is a leading malignancy among 
women world wide with 1.7 million cases and 5, 

121,900 deaths reported in 2012.  It is rising steadily in 
all developing countries including India. The incidence 
rate of breast cancer in India is 27% from all female 
cancer cases and is second leading malignancy among 
the female. At The Gujarat Cancer & Research Institute 
(GCRI), Ahmedabad incidence rate of breast cancer is 
20.29% from all the female cancer cases (40.81%). It is 
a complex disease involving multiple etiological 

2factors and various signaling pathways.  Retinoid 
signaling pathway is one of the most important 
pathway in breast cancer. 
 Retinol is taken up from the blood and bound 
to cellular retinol-binding protein (CRBP) in the 
cytoplasm. The retinol dehydrogenase (RoDH) 
enzymes metabolize retinol to retinal, and then retinal 
is metabolized to retinoic acid (RA) by the 
retinaldehyde dehydrogenases (RALDHs). RA is 
bound in the cytoplasm by cellular RA-binding protein 
(CRABP). RA enters the nucleus and binds to the RA 
receptors (RARs) and the retinoid X receptors (RXRs), 

which themselves heterodimerize and bind to a 
sequence of DNA known as the retinoic acid response 
elements (RARE). This activates transcription of target 
genes that leads differentiation, apoptosis and inhibits 
proliferation and migration. RAR and RXR both 

3contain three subunits α, β and γ.  Among the three 
RARs, RARβ has been well known for its tumor 

4suppressive effects in epithelial cells.  Exogenous 
expression of the RARβ gene can cause RA-dependent 
and RA-independent apoptosis and growth arrest. 
RARβ induced growth arrest and apoptosis are 
mediated through RARα. As RA ligand-bound RARα 
binds to the RARE on the RARβ promoter, multiple 
activator proteins assemble at the site and result in the 

5up regulation of the RARβ gene.  The expression of 
RARβ results in the transactivation and expression of a 
number of its target genes that mediate cell 
differentiation and death. All trance retinoic acid 
(ATRA) has ability to initiate differentiation of 
promyelocytic leukemic cells to granulocytes. On the 
basis of the dramatic success of retinoic acid therapy of 
acute promyelocytic leukemia harboring the 
RAR/PML translocation confirms the important role of 
RARβ in tumor growth inhibition. It is also becoming 
increasingly clear that RARβ expression is lost early in 

6
carcinogenesis or is epigenetically silenced  in many 
solid tumors, providing an opportunity for novel 
treatment strategies to be investigated using retinoid 
together with epigenetic modifiers that promote re-
expression of silenced genes. Previous study from our 
lab showed increased level of retinol in breast cancer 
and speculated that the key factor for aberrant RA 

7signalling may be due to loss of  RARβ and CRBP.  
Based on this fact the present study was designed to 
analyse RARß expression in breast cancer.

Materials and Methods
S t u d y  p o p u l a t i o n :  I n  t h e  p r e s e n t  s t u d y, 
histoptahologically confirmed and previously 
untreated breast cancer patients (n=24) were included. 
The patients were collected from the out patient 
department of GCRI, Ahmedabad, India. The study 
design was approved by the institutional review board 
of the Institute. Written consents were obtained from 
all the patients prior to tissue collection. The 
demographic details of the subjects are summarized in 
Table 1. Stage (tumor node metastasis (TNM)) of 
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malignant disease was determined according the 
American joint committee on cancer (AJCC) criteria. 
Clinicopathological characteristics including stage, 
tumor grade, invasion, infiltration, lymph node 
metastasis, organ metastasis, hormone receptors status 
and molecular subtypes are mentioned in Table 2. 
 
Sample collection and processing: Twenty-four 
paired (malignant and normal) tissue samples from 
breast cancer patients were collected at the time of 
surgery. The obtained tissue samples were washed with 
sterile phosphate buffer saline (PBS, pH: 7.4) and 

ostored in RNA later (Qiagen, USA) at -80 C until 
analyzed. 

RARβ mRNA by semi-quantitative RT-PCR: Total 
RNA was isolated from tissue using trizol reagent 
(Sigma, USA) and RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, USA) and 

o 8
stored at -80 C until analysis.  Quantitative and 
Qual i ta t ive Analysis  of  RNA was done by 
spectrophotometer and agarose gel electrophoresis 
respectively. mRNA expression level of RARβ was 
estimated using semi-quantitative RT-PCR. RT-PCR 
was performed using commercially available 
amfirivert one step RT-PCR kit (GenDEPOT, USA).  
mRNA expression levels were analysed using specific 
pai r  of  pr imers  for  RARβ forward pr imer 
(5’TGCCTTTGGAAATGGATGACAC3’) and  reverse  
primer (5’TGACTGACCCCACTGTTTTCC3’). GAPDH 
was used as housekeeping gene. The primers for 
G A P D H   a r e   f o r w a r d   p r i m e r  
(5’GACCCCTTCATTGACCTCAACTACATG3’) and 

9
reverse primer(5’GTCCACCACCCTGTTGCTGTAGCC3’).
RT-PCR reaction was carried out in a total volume of 
25µl and contained 0.5 µg of RNA, 12.5µl RT-PCR 
buffer mix (3.5 mM Mgcl2 and 0.4 mM of each dNTP), 
0.6µM of each primer, 0.75µl RT-PCR enzyme mix and 
diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC) treated water. After 
amplification, the PCR products were separated on a 
1.5% agarose gel containing 0.05μg/ml of ethidium 
bromide (EtBr). DNA ladder (100 bp) was used as a 
size marker. Gel images were visualized and analysed 
using gel documentation system (Alpha Innotech, 
USA).

Statistical analysis: Data was analyzed statistically 
using the SPSS statistical software (Version 15). 
Student paired‘t’ test was performed to assess 
difference of RARβ mRNA expression levels between 
normal and breast cancer tissues. Receiver operating 
characteristic curve (ROC) was constructed to evaluate 
discriminatory efficacy of RARβ mRNA expression 
levels between malignant and normal tissues. Student’s 
independent‘t’ test was performed to compare RARβ 
mRNA expression levels according to different 
clinicopathological parameters. All the values were 
expressed as the mean ± standard error of the mean 
(SEM). Two sided p values were calculated and p 

values ≤0.05 were considered to be significant.

Results
Details of the patients:
 In the present study, pretreated breast cancer 
patients were included and their demographic details of 
breast cancer patients were collected using standard 
questionnaires. The details of the patients like age, 
menopausal status and family history of cancer are 
provided in Table 1. The group of breast cancer patients 
presented a mean age of 48 years, with an age range of 
27-75 years. Clinicopathological details of the patients 
were collected from available hospital records and 
shown in Table 2. All the patients had invasive ductal 
carcinoma. Most of the patients were in early stages 
and estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor 
(PR), human epidermal growth factor receptor (HER2) 
positive status.

Semi quantitative analysis of RARβ mRNA 
expression:
 Figure 1 shows representative pattern of 
RARβ mRNA expression in normal and malignant 
breast tissue. Relative expression of RARβ was 
obtained by normalization with GAPDH. Paired 
student‘t’ test was used to compare mean levels of 
RARβ in malignant and normal tissues. The mean level 
of RARβ mRNA expression was significantly reduced 
in the malignant tissues as compared to their normal 
counterparts (p = 0.003) (Figure 2; Table 3).

ROC curve analysis for RARβ mRNA expression in 
normal and malignant tissues:
 ROC curve provides comparison of sensitivity 
and specificity of the parameters simultaneously. Area 
under curve (AUC) is a measure of the overall 
performance of the diagnostic test and is interpreted as 
the average value of the sensitivity for all possible 
value of specificity. ROC curve was constructed for 
RARβ mRNA levels to evaluate their efficacy to 
distinguish between normal and malignant tissues. As 
shown in Table 4 and Figure 3, RARβ mRNA levels 
could significantly (p=0.009) discriminate between 
normal and malignant tissues. The AUC for RARβ 
mRNA levels was 0.813.

Comparison of RARβ mRNA levels according to 
various clinicopathalogical parameters
 Comparison of RARβ mRNA expression in 
different clinicopathological parameters are given in 
Table 5. RARβ mRNA expression levels were found to 
be reduced in older age group as compared to younger 
age group, post-menopausal women as compared to 
pre-menopausal women, early stages as compared to 
advanced stages, lymph node negative tumor as 
compared to lymph node positive tumor, invasive 
tumor as compare to non invasive tumor, infiltrative 
tumor as compare to non infiltrative tumor, ER positive 
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tumor  as compare to ER negative tumor ,without organ 
metastasis tumor as compared to organ metastasis 
tumor. The difference of RARβ mRNA expression 
levels was almost comparable between groups of grade 
tumor well, moderate and poor, PR negative and PR 
positive, HER2 negative and HER2 positive. RARβ 
mRNA expression levels were lowest in tumors with 
Luminal B subtype followed by TNBC. HER2 
enriched tumor shows higher RARβ mRNA expression 
than other two subtypes. However, no statistical 
significance was found for RARβ mRNA expression 
levels among different clinicopathological parameter.

Discussion
 Inactivation of tumor suppressor gene; RARβ 
is a key event in initiation and progression of cancer. 
Our results showed reduced expression of RARβ in 
malignant tissue as compared to normal breast tissue. 
Secondly, RARβ could significantly discriminate 
between normal and malignant tissue. In accordance to 
our results, RARβ gene expression is frequently lost in 
primary tumors and their metastasis compared to 

10adjacent non-cancerous tissues.  Loss of RARβ, 
therefore, may contribute to the tumorigenicity of 
human mammary epithelial cells. The expression of the 
RARβ mRNA is absent or down-regulated in most 

11
human breast cancer cell lines.  Sun et al have showed 
that RARβ expression was lower in the breast cancer 

12tissue compared to normal tissue and fibroadenoma.  
Several studies have showed lower or loss of RARβ 
expression in malignant breast tissues as compared to 

13-15
normal breast tissues.  In addition, various studies 
have showed loss of RARβ in solid tumor cells, 
including non small cell lung carcinoma, head and neck 

16-18cancer and cervical cancer.
 Various mechanisms of action for silencing 
RARβ in breast  cancer includes epigenetic 
modification like methylation at the promoter region of 

the gene and a compacted chromatin structure, DNA 
6deacetylation and loss of heterozygosity.  Among all 

these, methylation of  RARβ gene may be the 
important mechanism by which RARβ gene expression 

19
is silenced.  Epigenetically silenced RARβ has been 
shown to be re-expressed in the presence of DNA 
methyltransferase inhibitors (DNMT) inhibitors and 
histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors in RARβ2 

2silent breast cancer cells.  Alterations in RARβ gene 
reduced expression may be due to the endogenous 
receptors contain point mutations or polymorphisms 
that disrupt function of RARβ gene. However, apart 
from epigenetic modifications, a number of alternative 
mechanisms have been proposed for silencing of  
RARβ including the loss of coactivators and impaired 
RARα signaling.
 In our study, RARβ transcript levels were 
lowest in tumors with Luminal B subtype followed by 
TNBC. HER2 enriched tumor shows higher RARβ 
expression than other two subtypes In contrast to our 
results HER2 tumor showed significantly higher level 
of RARβ methylation compared to luminal breast 

20tumor subtypes.  Further in the current study, reduced 
RARβ was found in postmenopausal compared to 
premenopausal women. In contrast to our result inverse 
a s s o c i a t i o n  w a s  r e p o r t e d  b e t w e e n  R A R β 

21hypermethylation among postmenopausal women.  
RARβ was reduced in early stage of cancer compared 
to advance stage; this result suggests that reduction of 
RARβ expression is early event in breast cancer. Thus, 
along with study of RARβ gene expression, epigenetic 
modifications should be incorporated in the study in 
order to identify accurate biomarkers of response to 
retinoid therapy for breast cancer. 
 Further, detailed analysis by inclusion of large 
number of patients in combination with epigenetic 
study of RARβ gene is warranted to identify its role in 
breast carcinogenesis.

Figure 1. Representative pattern of RARβ mRNA expression: 
Lanes N and M represents the amplicon pairs of RARβ (400bp) 
and GAPDH (876bp) from malignant and normal tissues 
respectively. Lane L represents DNA Ladder (100-1000 bp) and 
Lane PC represents positive control. Lower mRNA expression of 
RARl was observed in malignant tissues as compared to their 
normal counter parts. 

No. of Breast Cancer Patients 24 (100%)

Age (Years)

Mean 48

Median 45

Range 27-75

Menopausal Status

Premenopausal 6 (25%)

Postmenopausal 18 (75%)

Family History

Yes 2 (8.3%)

No 22 (91.7%)

Table 1. Demographic details of the patients
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Characteristics N (%)

Histological Type

IDC 24 (100 %)

Others -

Stage

Early (I + II) 18 (75%)

Advance (III + IV) 6 (25%)

Tumor Grade

I+II 6 (25%)

III 18 (75%)

Invasion

Yes 12 (50%)

No 12 (50%)

Infiltration

Yes 1 (4.2%)

No 23 (95.83%)

Lymph node Metastasis

Yes 18 (75%)

     PNS*-Yes 8 (33.3%)

     PNS-No 10 (41.6%)

No 6 (25%)

Organ Metastasis

Yes 2 (8.3%)

No 22 (91.7%)

Characteristics N (%)

Estrogen Receptor

Yes 12 (50%)

No 10 (41.6%)

Undefined 2 (8.3%)

Progesterone Receptor

Yes 10 (41.6%)

No 12 (50%)

Undefined 2 (8.3%)

HER2

Yes 16 (66.6%)

No 4 (16.6%)

Undefined 2 (8.3%)

Molecular Subtypes

Luminal B 10(41.6%)

Basal like 4 (16.6%)

HER 2 enriched 6 (25%)

Undefined 4 (16.6%)

Hormone Receptor

Yes 18 (75%)

No 4 (16.6%)

Undefined 2 (8.3)

Table 2. Clinicopathological details of the breast cancer patients

Table 4. Area under curve for RARβ mRNA          
expression levels in normal and malignant breast 
tissues 

Parameter AUC Significance
95% Confidence 

Interval (CI)

Lower 
Bound

Upper 
Bound

RARβ 0.813 p=0.009 0.642 0.983

Figure 2. Graphical representation of RARβ mRNA expression 
levels in normal and malignant tissues

Figure 3. ROC curve for RARβ mRNA expression levels in 
normal and malignant tissues

Mean SEM Significance

Normal 
tissue

0.362 0.049

p=0.003
Malignant 
tissue

0.209 0.029

Table 3. RARβ mRNA expression levels in normal
and malignant breast tissues
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Groups Mean ± SEM

Pre menopausal 0.237±0.0763

Post menopausal 0.200±0.033

Early stage(I+II) 0.190±0.032

Advance stage (III+IV) 0.267±0.067

Lymph node Negative 0.167±0.020

Lymph node Positive 0.223±0.038

Perinodal spread Negative 0.210±0.050

Perinodal spread Positive 0.240±0.068

Well and Moderate (I+II) grade 0.190±0.067

Poor (III) grade 0.215±0.035

Non Invasive 0.226±0.042

Invasive 0.192±0.045

 Non Infiltrative 0.215±0.032

Infiltrative 0.140±0.00

Without organ metastasis 0.199±0.033

Organ metastasis 0.260±0.082

ER Negative 0.242±0.048

ER Positive 0.193±0.044

PR Negative 0.220±0.045

PR Positive 0.210±0.050

HER2 Negative 0.186±0.008

HER2 Positive 0.207±0.041

Luminal B 0.164±0.040

HER2 enriched 0.279±0.077

TNBC 0.186±0.008

Table 5. Comparison of RARβ mRNA expression 
levels according to the various clinicopathalogical 
parameters
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Summary
 Oral cancer is a major health burden in India. Therefore, 
it is important and necessary to apply the vast knowledge that has 
been obtained regarding salivary biomarkers in oral cancer in the 
clinical area.  Therefore, the aim of the study was to analyse 
salivary enzyme activity of glutathione-S-transferase (GST) and 
glutathione reductase (GR) as well as polymorphism in GSTM1 
and GSTT1 genes from healthy individuals and oral cancer 
patients.  Clinically diagnosed 57 oral cancer patients and 38 
controls were enrolled for the study. Saliva samples were collected 
from the subjects. GST and GR enzyme activities were analyzed 
by spectrophotometric methods. PCR method was performed to 
study GSTM1 and GSTT1 polymorphisms. Statistical analysis 
was carried out by using SPSS software (Version 15).  Mean 
salivary GR activity was significantly higher in oral cancer 
patients as compared to controls. Mean salivary GST activity was 
significantly lower in healthy individuals with tobacco habits as 
compared to healthy individuals without habit of tobacco. Mean 
salivary GST and GR activities were associated with clinico-
pathological parameters including tumor site, tumor 
differentiation and stage of the disease. In pilot study, GSTM1 null 
genotypes were higher (41.6%) in oral cancer patients as 
compared to controls (36.8%), whereas GSTT1 null genotypes 
were higher in controls (26.3%) as compared to patients (16.7%).  
Present study suggested that salivary analysis of antioxidant is 
simple and non-invasive technique which may be helpful in 
screening and as early diagnostic marker for oral cancer patients.
Keywords: Glutathione-s-transferase, Glutathione reductase, 
GSTM1, GSTT1, Saliva, Oral Cancer 

Introduction
 India has been identified as one of the high risk 
countries where 77,000 new oral cancer cases are 

1reported which constitute one third of world burden.  It 
has been recognized that tobacco is the major risk factor 
found to be associated with oral cancer. Epidemiological 
study was also reported that genetic factors are also play 
a major role for oral carcinogenesis. Both genetic and 
environmental factors involved in the development of 
oral cancer. Its interaction on carcinogenesis has been 
well demonstrated by Phase I and Phase II enzymes that 
are involved in the metabolism of carcinogenesis and 

2major players for detoxification.  The metabolic 
activation of carcinogens is catalysed by Phase I 
enzymes which cause biotransformation of carcinogens 
into reactive intermediate metabolites that can cause 
DNA damage. Protection can be accomplished by 
inhibition of activating enzymes and/or induction of 
Phase II enzymes which leads to detoxification and 

3excretion of carcinogens.  Thus, Phase II enzymes are 

very important mainly glutathione-S-transferase (GST) 
family of enzymes and glutathione reductase (GR) 
enzyme. GST further sub-divided into five main classes: 
alpha, beta, mu, pi, theta and zeta. Among subtypes of 
GST genes, GSTM1 and GSTT1 genes are very 
important to study for better understanding and 
pathogenesis of oral cancer. GST and GR are very 
important enzymes in achieving protection against 
carcinogenesis, mutagenesis and other forms of toxicity 
from reactive forms of carcinogens and found to be of 

4prime importance in carcinogenesis.
           Saliva may be used as a potential diagnostic tool 
for detection of various diseases because of its non 
invasiveness, easy collection procedure, less chances of 
contamination, decreased patient discomfort and cost 

5effectiveness.  Further, use of saliva as a diagnostic aid in 
oral cavity cancer is gaining immense popularity due to 
the close anatomic proximity of saliva to both pre-
malignant and malignant neoplasms making it ideal for 

6screening of these lesions.
 There is scarcity of data on GST and GR activity 
as well as GSTM1 and GSTT1 polymorphisms 
simultaneously from saliva as a sample source from oral 

7,8cancer patients.  Therefore, study regarding salivary 
GST and its associated biomarkers might help in 
screening as well as early diagnosis of oral cancer and 
could be established as a screening and as an early 
diagnostic marker. Hence, present study is aimed to 
analyze GST and GR enzyme activities as well as 
polymorphism of GSTM1 and GSTT1 in oral cancer 
patients and controls to understand the utility of saliva, a 
non-invasive tool for early diagnosis of oral cancer.

Materials and Methods
Subjects :
 The present study was approved by institutional 
review board of The Gujarat Cancer and Research 
Institute and informed consent was taken from all the 
participants. The details of age and tobacco habits in 
healthy individuals and oral cancer patients are shown 
depicted in Table 1. In oral cancer cohort, there were 57 
males with age range of 20-75 years (mean 43.3 years). 
In controls, there were 38 males with age range of 16-50 
years (mean 28.9 years). Tobacco habits were highly 
prevalent (93.0%) in oral cancer cases whereas 39.5% 
controls were tobacco users. Table 2 represents clinico-

Significance of Salivary Glutathione-S-transferase and
Glutathione Reductase Enzymes in Oral Cancer 
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pathological details of oral cancer patients. Among oral 
cancer cases, majority of the patients were of buccal 
carcinoma (63.2%) and tongue carcinoma (26.3%). It 
was also found that majority of the cases had moderate 
differentiated tumor (42.1%) and with tumor size less <4 
cms (52.6%). A total of 38.6% of the patients were in 
early stage at diagnosis and majority of the patients did 
not have lymph-node metastasis (43.9%).

Collection and processing of samples: In the present 
study, saliva was used as a source for measuring GST 
and GR enzyme activities as well as to analyze GSTM1 
and GSTT1 polymorphisms. The standard protocol was 

9
used for saliva collection.  Briefly the subjects rinsed 
their mouth with water and then threw off that water. 
Unstimulated whole saliva was collected in 50 ml 
falcon tube kept on ice, and was processed immediately. 
The saliva was centrifuged at 2600 g for 15 minutes at 

Subjects Age
Mean

(Range)

Status of Tobacco Habits

Having 
habits of 
tobacco
No. (%)

Having no 
habits of 
tobacco
No. (%)

Controls
(38)

28.9 (16-50) 
Years

15 (39.5) 23 (60.5)

Oral cancer 
patients (57)

43.3 (20-74) 
Years

53 (93.0) 04 (07.0)

Clinico-pathological characteristics (N=57 ) No. (%)

Site:
               Buccal Mucosa
         Tongue
         Others

36 (63.2)
15 (26.3)
06 (10.5)

Tumor Differentiation:
                   Well
                  Moderate
                  Undefined

22 (38.6)
24 (42.1)
11 (19.3)

Tumor's size:
                  <4 cms
                  ≥4 cms
                  Undefined

30 (52.6)
10 (17.6)
17 (29.8)

Stage:
           Early [ I + II]
           Advanced [III + IV]
           Undefined

22 (38.6)
18 (31.6)
17 (29.8)

Lymph Node Metastasis:
                  Negative
                  Positive
                  Undefined

25 (43.9)
15 (26.3)
17 (29.8)

4°C. The supernatant was collected in different aliquots 
and protease inhibitor was added as follows: 1 µl 
aprotinin (1mg/ml), 3 µl sodium orthovananadate 
(40mM), and 1 µl phenyl methyl sulfonyl fluoride 
(PMSF) (1mg/ml) were added in 100 µl of saliva 

9supernatant.  After the addition of protease inhibitors, 
the saliva supernatants were immediately stored at 
-80°C until analyzed. Before supernatant separation, 1 
ml whole saliva was stored at -80°C for DNA isolation. 
All the patients were taken in the study with oral 
malignancy confirmed by a registered histopathologist. 
Only those patients were selected who had not gone 
through any type of anticancer therapy like surgery, 
chemotherapy or radio therapy. Subjects suffering from 
major illness in the past and HIV, HBsAg and HCV 
positive subjects were excluded from the study.

Analysis of GST and GR enzyme activities: 
S p e c t r o p h o t o m e t r i c  m e t h o d s  ( U V- 1 8 0 0 
Spectrophotometer, Shimadzu) were performed for the 
estimation of GST and GR enzyme activities. Salivary 
GST activity was assayed at 37°C using 1-chloro-2-4-
dinitrobenzene by measuring the increase in 

10absorbance at 340 nm.  Salivary GR activity was 
determined at 37°C by following NADPH oxidation at 
340 nm. The decrease in absorbance was measured at 

11340 nm.  

Analysis of GSTM1 and GSTT1 genotyping:  
Genomic DNA was isolated from whole saliva using 
DNA isolation kit (Qiagen, USA) according to 
manufacturer’s instructions and stored at -20°C until 
analysis. Analysis was performed by spectrophometric 
method to check purity and quantity of DNA. The 
GSTM1 and GSTT1 genetic polymorphisms were 
determined by PCR followed by analysis on agarose 
gel. β-globin gene was co-amplified as an internal 
control using primers  5’-CAA CTT CAT CCA CGT 
TCA CC-3’ (forward) and 5’-GAA GAG CCA AGG 
ACA GGT AC-3’ (reverse).
 For GSTM1 gene, PCR was performed in a 25 
μl reaction mixture containing 12.5 μl PCR master mix 
(Fermantas), 100 ng of template DNA and 250 ng of 
each primer (Bangalore Genei) having sequence 5’-
GAA CTC CCT GAA AAG CTA AAG C-3’ (forward) 
and 5’-GTT GGG CTC AAA TAT ACG GTG G-3’ 

12(reverse) . PCR conditions were the following: initial 
denaturation at 95°C for 3 min, followed by 35 cycles of 
denaturation at 95°C for 1 min, 1 min annealing at 
59.2°C, 1 min extension at 72°C and final extension for 
5 min at 72°C. The amplifications were performed on 
thermal cycler (Eppendorf master cycler gradient, 
Hamburg, Germany). The PCR products were then 
analysed by electrophoresis on ethidium bromide 
stained 1.5% agarose gel. The presence or absence of 
GSTM1 gene was detected by the presence or absence 
of a band at 215 bp. A band at 268 bp (β-globin) was 
documented as successful amplification. For GSTT1, 

Table 1: Details of age and tobacco history in
healthy individuals and oral cancer patients

Table 2: Clinico-pathological parameters of oral
cancer patients
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PCR was performed in a 25 μl reaction mixture 
containing 12.5 μl PCR master mix (Fermantas), 100 ng 
of template DNA and 250 ng of each primer (Bangalore 
Genei) having sequence 5’-TTC CTT ACT GGT CCT 
CAC ATC TC-3’ (forward ) and 5’-TCA CCG GAT 
CAT GGC CAG CA-3’ (reverse) .12 PCR conditions 
were the following: initial denaturation at 95°C for 3 
min, followed by 35 cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 1 
min, 1 min annealing at 59.2°C, 1 min extension at 72°C 
and final extension for 10 min at 72°C. The PCR 
products were then analysed by electrophoresis on 
ethidium bromide stained 1.5% agarose gel. The 
presence or absence of GSTT1 gene was detected by the 
presence or absence of a band at 480 bp. A band at 268 
bp (β-globin) was documented as successful 
amplification.
 The standard nomenclature used for the 
functional GST alleles was GSTM1*1 and GSTT1*1 to 
designate samples containing at least one copy of the 
GSTM1 or GSTT1 genes, respectively; the GST null 
alleles were designated GSTM1*0 and GSTT1*0. 
Figure 1 is representative patterns of GSTM1 and 
GSTT1 genotypes. The presence of GSTM1 band was 
indicated by the presence of 215 bp. The presence of 
215 bp and 268 bp band which corresponds to GSTM1 
gene and β-globin gene respectively, indicates GSTM1 
not null genotype (GSTM1*1), while the absence of the 
215 bp with the presence of 268 bp were taken as 
GSTM1 null genotype (GSTM1*0). The presence of 
GSTT1 band was indicated by the presence of 480 bp. 
The presence of 480 bp and 268 bp band which 
corresponds to GSTT1 gene and β-globin gene 
respectively indicates, GSTT1 not null genotype 

Figure 1:
 A: GSTM1 polymorphism
Representative pattern for GSTM1 polymorphism
All the lanes show a constitutive band of β-globin house 
keeping gene (268 bp); Lanes 2,3,4,6 show an additional 
band (215 bp) of the GSTM1 gene; Lanes 1,5 show only 
268bp band which indicates loss of GSTM1 gene in these 
subjects; Lane7: Negative control; Lane 8:100 bp DNA 
ladder.

B: GSTT1 polymorphism
Representative pattern for GSTT1 polymorphism
All the lanes show a constitutive band of β-globin house 
keeping gene (268 bp); Lanes 1,2,3,4,8,11,12,13  show an 
additional band (480 bp) of the GSTT1 gene; Lanes 
5,6,9,10 show only 268 bp band which indicates loss of 
GSTT1 gene in these subjects;Lane 7: 100 bp DNA ladder.

(GSTT1*1), while the absence of the 480 bp with the 
presence of 268 bp were taken as GSTT1 null genotype 
(GSTT1*0).

Statistical analysis:  All data were analysed 
statistically using SPSS statistical software version 15. 
The enzyme activities of GST and GR were represented 
as Mean± Standard error of mean (S.E.M.). Student t-
test was performed to estimate statistical significance of 
the parameter. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 
curves was plotted for GST and GR enzyme activities to 
estimate its efficacy to discriminate between oral 
cancer patients and controls. Chi square analysis was 
performed to find out difference in the distribution of 
GSTM1 and GSTT1 genotypes between oral cancer 
patients and controls. Odd ratios (ORs) and 95% 
Confidence Intervals (CI) were also calculated to 
estimate the oral cancer risk associated with GSTM1 
and GSTT1 genotypes.

Results

Comparison of salivary GST and GR activities 
between controls and oral cancer patients: Mean 
salivary GST and GR activities in controls and oral 
cancer patients are represented in Figure 2. Mean 
salivary GST activity was higher in oral cancer patients 
as compared to controls. It was also found to be 
significantly higher mean salivary GR activity in oral 
cancer patients as compared to controls (p=0.014).
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Figure 2: Comparison of salivary GST and GR activities between controls and oral cancer patients

Association of salivary biomarkers with tobacco 
habits: Mean salivary GST and GR enzyme activities in 
controls with no habit of tobacco, controls with habit of 
tobacco and oral cancer patients with habit of tobacco are 
presented in Table 3. Mean salivary GST activity was 
significantly lower in healthy individuals with habit of 
tobacco as compared to healthy individuals with no habit 
of tobacco (p=003). Mean salivary GST activity was 
lower in oral cancer patients with habit of tobacco as 
compared to healthy individuals with no habit of 
tobacco. However, it was significantly higher in oral 
cancer patients with habit of tobacco as compared to 
healthy individuals with habit of tobacco (p=0.010). 
Further, salivary GR activity was higher in oral cancer 
patients with habit of tobacco as compared to controls 
with no habit of tobacco.

Comparison of salivary biomarkers with different 
sites of oral cancer: Mean salivary GST and GR 
enzyme activities in controls, buccal mucosa and tongue 
carcinoma patients with squamous cell carcinoma are 
presented in Figure 3. Mean salivary GST activity was 
found to be higher in buccal carcinoma as well as tongue 
carcinoma patients as compared to controls. It was also 
observed slightly higher mean GST activity in buccal 
carcinoma patients as compared to tongue carcinoma 
patients. Mean salivary GR activity found significantly 
higher in buccal carcinoma patients as compared to 
controls (p=0.04). Further, GR activity was also higher 
in tongue carcinoma patients as compared to controls; 
however, difference was not statistically significant. 
Comparable GR activity was observed between patients 
with buccal carcinoma and tongue carcinoma patients.

Association of salivary biomarkers with different 
clinico-pathological parameters: Mean salivary GST 
and GR enzyme activities in controls, patients with well 
and moderately differentiated tumors are presented in 
Figure 4, Mean salivary GST activity was higher in 
patients with well and moderately differentiated tumors 
as compared to controls. However, Mean salivary GST 
activity was comparable between patients with well and 
moderately differentiated tumors. It was observed that 

mean salivary GR activity was significantly higher in 
patients with well differentiated tumors as compared to 
controls (p=0.018). Mean salivary GR activity was also 
higher in patients with well differentiated tumors as 
compared to controls. However, it was comparable in 
patients with well and moderately differentiated tumors.
 Mean salivary GST and GR enzyme activities in 
controls and patients with early and advanced stage are 
represented in Figure 5. Mean salivary GST activity was 
found to be higher in early stage patients as compared to 
controls and patients with advanced stage. Whereas, 
mean salivary GR activity was found to be significantly 
higher in patients with early stage as compared to 
controls (p=0.032) and advanced stage patients. 
 Table 4 represents mean salivary GST and GR 
activity in patients with positive and negative lymph 
node metastasis. Mean salivary GST and GR activities 
were found to be slightly higher in patients with negative 
lymph-node as compared to patients with positive 
lymph-node. However, difference was not statistically 
significant. 

Table 3: Mean salivary biomarkers levels in controls
with no habit of tobacco, controls with habit of
tobacco and oral cancer patients with habit of tobacco

*p=0.003 compared with controls with no habits of 
tobacco
 @ p=0.010 compared with controls with habits of 
tobacco

Biomarkers

Controls 
having habits 

of tobacco

Mean ± 
S.E.M

Controls 
having habits 

of tobacco

Mean ± 
S.E.M

Oral cancer 
patients 

having habits 
of tobacco

Mean ± 
S.E.M

Salivary GST 
(U/L)

6.16 ±0.98 2.6 ±0.45* 5.17 ±0.60@

Salivary GR 
(U/L)

4.96 ±1.39 4.78 ±1.47 9.60 ±1.65
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Figure 3: Comparison of salivary GST and GR activities according to site of primary tumor

Figure 4: Comparison of salivary GST and GR activities according to tumor differentiation

Figure 5: Comparison of salivary GST and GR activities according to stage of disease

Biomarkers
Lymph Node 

Negative
Mean ± S.E.M

Lymph Node 
Positive

Mean ± S.E.M

Salivary GST 
(U/L)

6.43 ±1.26 5.40 ±1.02

Salivary GR (U/L) 11.48 ±2.60 8.45 ±2.35

Table 4: Comparison of salivary biomarkers 
according to Lymph nodes metastasis

Receiver’s Operative Characteristic (ROC) curve 
analysis for salivary biomarkers: ROC curve analysis 
is a meaningful statistical approach to find 
discriminatory efficacy of the biomarker as it consider 
sensitivity as well as specificity of the biomarker 
simultaneously. ROC curves were plotted for salivary 
GST and GR activities as shown in Figure 6. It was 
observed that salivary GR activity could significantly 
discriminate between oral cancer patients and controls 
with area under curve of 0.686 (p=0.020). Salivary GST 
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activity could also discriminate between oral cancer 
patients and controls with area under curve of 0.631 
(p=0.062), however could not achieve the statistical 
significance.

Frequency distribution of GSTM1 and GSTT1 
genotypes in controls and oral cancer patients-A 
pilot study
 Genotype frequency of GSTM1 and GSTT1 
gene in controls and oral cancer patients are represented 
in Table 5. It was observed that 36.8% controls and 

41.7% oral cancer patients represents GSTM1*0 
genotype. Frequency of GSTM1 null genotype was 
slightly higher in oral cancer patients with moderate 
risk with an odds ratio of 1.2 ( 95% CI = 0.3-5.4). It was 
also observed that 26.3% controls and 16.7% oral 
cancer patients represents GSTT1*0 genotype. 
Frequency of GSTT1 null genotype was higher in 
controls as compared to oral cancer patients. However, 
GSTT1 genotypes could not associate with oral cancer 
risk (odds ratio :0.06, 95%CI: 0.1-3.5).

Discussion
 Free-radical associated damages play a major 

13
role in causation of cancer in tobacco habituates.  The 
damages are reflected through antioxidant enzymes 
activities in body fluid and have become interesting 
research area. An effective defence against oxidative 
damage is the glutathione cycle, which includes 
oxidation of reduced glutathione to oxidized 
glutathione during detoxification by GST. The 
maintenance of reduced glutathione levels depends on 
the activity of the GST and GR which have attracted 
interest in the fields of diagnosis and monitoring the 

14different types of malignancy.
 Oral cavity is destined with an unconventional 
salivary antioxidant system that also contains anti 
nitrate and anti oxygen species. This salivary 
antioxidant coordination is based on enzymatic and 

15non-enzymatic antioxidants.  It also includes another 
crucial anticancer salivary enzyme, GST, which 
catalyzes glutathione conjugation to the carcinogen 
electrophilic epoxide intermediates to protect against 

16DNA damage.  However, there is limited study on GST 
and GR from saliva samples of oral cancer patients. 
Thus, present study has analyzed GST and GR enzyme 
activity as well as GSTM1 and GSTT1 polymorphisms 
from saliva samples of oral cancer patient. Our results 
depicted that salivary GR activity was significantly 
higher in oral cancer patients as compared to controls. 
Also, mean salivary GST activity was observed higher 
in oral cancer patients as compared to controls. 
 There are many studies in the literature which 
have analyzed GST and GR activity from body fluid 

4,13,17and tumor tissues.  However, it is important to 
mention that there are scarce of data in the literature on 
GST and GR activity from saliva of oral cancer patients. 
However, one recent study has analysed salivary GST 
activity, suggested that GST activity was significantly 

8higher in oral cancer patients as compared to controls.  
On the contrary, Bahar et al have observed that salivary 
GST levels were significantly lower in oral cancer 

7
patients as compared to controls.  However, in the 
present study, ROC curve analysis also suggested that 
sal ivary GST and GR act ivi t ies  have good 
discriminatory efficacy between oral cancer patients 
and controls which further strengthen our results.
 Present study also analyzed salivary GST and 
GR activity in subjects with habit of tobacco and non 

Figure 6: ROC curve for salivary GST and GR 
activity between healthy individuals and oral cancer 
patients

Table 5: Frequency distribution of GSTM1 and 
GSTT1genotypes in controls and oral cancer patients

Polymorphims
Controls
No. (%) 

Oral 
cancer

patients
No. (%)

χ2
p value

OR 
(95%CI)
p value

GSTM1 genotypes

GSTM1*1 12 
(63.2%)

07 
(58.3%)

0.0121
p=0.912

1
(Referent)

GSTM1*0 07 
(36.8%)

05 
(41.6%)

1.2
(0.3-5.4)
p=0.788

Total 19 
(100%)

  12 
(100%)

GSTT1 genotypes

GSTT1*1 14 
(73.7%)

10 
(83.3%)

0.0342
p=0.853

1.0 
(Referent)

GSTT1*0 05 
(26.3%)

02 
(16.7%)

0.6
(0.1-3.5)
p=0.535

Total 19 
(100%)

12 
(100%)
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significance. This may be due to small sample size in 
the present study. For GSTT1, the distribution of null 

20,21
genotype ranged from 7.3% to 19.0% in India.  The 
comparisons of the frequency distribution across 
various studies showed that differences do exist in the 

3,20,21Indian population according to geographic regions.  
In the present study, salivary GSTT1 null genotypes 
were higher in controls as compared to oral cancer 
patients. This result is not in accordance with previous 

2
blood based study in oral cancer patients.  However, it is 
important to mention that there are no previous reports 
on GSTM1 and GSTT1 polymorphisms from saliva as a 
sample in oral cancer patients. Also, small sample size 
may be one of the contributing factors. However, being 
a pilot study, this study suggests that saliva can be used 
for genotyping assays.
 In the present study, it was shown that salivary 
GST and GR enzyme activities were altered in oral 
cancer patients. Further, salivary based GST and GR 
activities have been associated with tobacco habits and 
clinico-pathological parameters. In pilot study, it was 
also observed that salivary GSTM1 null genotype was 
associated with moderate risk of oral cancer. These 
results suggested salivary analysis of antioxidant is 
simple and non-invasive technique which may be 
helpful in screening and as early diagnostic marker for 
oral cancer patients. It can also reveal that salivary 
antioxidant alteration may contribute to the 
pathogenesis of oral cancer.  
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1. It is too early to start morphine. It  is given only   
when disease is advanced and not curable. 
 It is not stage of the disease, but severity of pain to 
cancer patients is indication to start morphine. In 
general, the prevalence of pain at the time of cancer 
diagnosis and early in the course of disease is 
estimated to be approximately 50%, increasing to 

175% at advanced stages.  If patient has severe pain, 
not responding to step II opioids of WHO analgesic 
ladder, Morphine can be given.

2. Patient will get addicted or dependent.
 Fears  about  psychological  dependence 
(addiction) are often exaggerated when morphine is 
used to treat severe pain. Drug addicts are people who 
have drug seeking behavior and habits. Cancer 
patients requiring morphine for their pain 
management are less likely to become addict, as when 
their pain is in good control, they don’t try to increase 
the dose. Sometimes it is required even to decrease the 
dosage. Addiction only occurs when people have no 
pain and they abuse opioid medicines.

3. Once started, it will be difficult to discontinue.
 Physical dependence is a physical condition 
caused by chronic use of a tolerance forming drug, in 
which abrupt or gradual drug withdrawal causes 

2unpleasant physical symptoms.  morphine doesn’t 
cause physical dependence as long as patient has pain. 
Hence; it is easy to discontinue and change over to 
some other pain medication. E.g. Cancer patient 
receiving morphine for his pain control is easily 
weaned off the drug after giving effective nerve block.

4. Patient will remain drowsy, when on morphine.
 Patients given morphine for severe pain 
management may remain drowsy for 2 to 3 days 
initially, as they get good pain relief and they catch up 
with the lost sleep of many days, because of pain! 
Once they are on correct dose and stable pain, they are 
not excessively sedated. Drowsiness is temporary 

3problem and sometimes with excessive dose.  It 
disappears when patient takes medicine continuously. 

5. Morphine is given p.r.n. (pro re nata) or as-
needed basis.
 Morphine has an elimination half-life of around 

4120 minutes.  Morphine, immediate release tablets, 
when given for cancer pain relief, it should be given 
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four hourly, to avoid pain from occurring again and 
again. Management of chronic pain may require using 
medication on a regularly scheduled basis. Morphine 
may be scheduled “around the clock” at regular times, 
with a dose given in between if patient has episodes of 
“breakthrough pain”.

6. Morphine side effects, particularly constipation 
is difficult to manage.
 A series of studies conducted in Florida hospice 
evaluated opiate-induced constipation and found that 
40% to 64% of hospice patients with cancer have been 

5found to have constipation. Constipation is common 
side effect of oral morphine, but one that can often be 
managed with an ounce of prevention. Advice on 
dietary change, 8-10 glasses of water a day, Warm or 
hot fluids, Increase physical activity when possible, 
can be helpful. A prescription of laxative and 
counseling for this side effect helps the patient to deal 
with constipation. The finding of constipation is 
relevant because studies have shown that it is 

6negatively related to overall quality of life.

7. Morphine is given only in terminal stage of 
cancer when death is imminent.
 Morphine does not have this meaning today and is 
not used only for terminal care. The correct use of 
morphine improves the quality of life of the patient 
with pain and helps the patient maintain his/her level 
of self-care and independence, mental awareness and 
dignity. Life is enhanced because pain is reduced to a 
tolerable level and the patient is able to take interest in 
life, rest, sleep and eat.

8. Morphine causes respiratory depression, hence; 
should not be given in presence of breathlessness or 
in patients of lung metastasis.
 Patients in pain also respond differently to opioids 

7than do persons without pain.  Pain acts as a natural 
antagonist to the respiratory depressant effect of 
opioids. Respiratory depression does not occur if 
morphine is given for pain. Morphine reduces 
inappropriate and excessive respiratory drive and 
substantially reduces ventilatory response to hypoxia 
and hypercapnia. It reduces sensation of breathlessness 
and helps patients to breathe comfortable. Oral and 
parenteral opiates are widely accepted as providing 
good symptom relief, and the risk of significant 

8respiratory depression appears to be negligible.
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13. Morphine given by parental route has better 
effect than oral morphine.
 Oral morphine is successful in more than 90% of 

11cancer pain patients.  There is no difference in 
efficacy between oral tablets,  rectal suppositories and 
parental injections and between controlled release and 

12intermittent release morphine tablets.  Patients who 
cannot take morphine by mouth, can be given 
subcutaneous morphine infusion. 
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9. Morphine causes delirium, hence; should not be 
given in patients with brain metastasis.
 Presence of brain metastasis is not absolute 
contraindication for using morphine. Severe pain is 
also an important contributing factor for delirium and 
withholding opioid medications for fear of risk of 
delirium is clinically inappropriate, but the lowest 
dose consistent with pain control should be used. One 
should treat other causes like dehydration, infection 
and metabolic abnormalities before stopping 
morphine, which may be necessary for other 
d i s t r e s s i n g  s y m p t o m s .  H a l o p e r i d o l  a n d 
chlorpromazine (Thorazine) were found to be 

9effective in treating delirium in this population.

10. Only Anesthesiologists and oncologists can 
prescribe morphine. 
 Morphine dispensing, stocking & prescribing is 
governed by Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic 
Substances Act, (NDPS) 1985. As per Amendments 
NDPS 2014, any hospital, hospice or other institution 
providing pain relief and palliative care to patients can 
apply for recognition as RECOGNIZED MEDICAL 
INSTITUTION (RMI) for allotment of MORPHINE 
for stocking and dispensing. No individual shall be 
allowed as Recognized Medical Institution. As per 
standard operating procedures for RMIs, a MBBS 
doctor with 10 days “Hands On” training in pain and 
palliative care can prescribe morphine.

11. Patients on morphine will need higher doses on 
long term use, as they develop tolerance to drug.
 This is common fear of Physicians as well as 
Patients. In fact, 90% of patients never need more than 
60mg of oral morphine every 4 hours, irrespective of 
duration of use. Increase in dose requirement is 
because of increase in pain due to disease worsening 
and not because of tolerance to drug. Sawe J studied 
pharmacokinetics of high dose of morphine, given for 
long term treatment. With 10 to 20 fold Increase of 
oral dose over a period of 6 – 8 months, it doesn’t 

10change kinetic of morphine.

12. There is an upper safe limit for total oral dose of 
morphine in 24 hours.
 The correct dose of morphine is the dose that 
relieves the pain without causing drowsiness. Increase 
the dose in steps until the pain is relieved. Use the 
increments of 5mg, 10mg, 20mg, 30mg, 45mg, 60mg, 
etc.  Increase the dose every four hours, if there is still 
pain.  90% of patients will have relief within that 5mg 
to 60mg range. Occasionally, the dose may need to be 
400mg or higher per day.

2.     https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_dependen
       ce

4.     www.palliativecare.org.au/portals/46/resources/
       FactsAboutMorphine.pdf
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Summary
 Breast metastasis from primary ovarian carcinoma is 
rare occurrence with only 40 cases reported in literature till date. 
Accurate differentiation between extra mammary metastasis and 
primary breast cancer is difficult without a good clinical history as 
majority present with a solitary nodule and lack pathognomonic 
pathologic features. Also, prognosis and therapies differ 
significantly with ovarian metastasis to breast conferring poor 
prognosis. Leptomeningeal carcinomatosis is extremely rare 
complication of ovarian cancer with sparse literature on it. We 
report a case of 53 year old female with stage IV ovarian 
carcinoma who presented initially with skeletal metastasis, and 
later developed breast metastasis and leptomeningeal 
carcinomatosis on chemotherapy.
Keywords: Leptomeningitis, Mammary tumours, Bony 
metastases, Ovarian adenocarcinoma, Intrathecal platin, 
Mammosonography

Introduction
 Breast cancer is one of the most common 
primary malignancies in women, yet metastatic 
tumours to the breast account for about 2% of breast 

1cancer cases.  The most common source of metastasis 
to the breast is a contralateral primary breast tumour. 
However only 0.07% of metastatic disease originate 
from a primary ovarian tumour. To date, a total of only 
40 such cases have been reported in the English-

2language literature.  The task of distinguishing 
primary breast cancer and papillary serous ovarian 
carcinoma is challenging, yet carry important 
therapeut ic  and prognost ic  consequences . 
Leptomeningeal carcinomatosis (LMC), also known 
as carcinomatous leptomeningitis, is dissemination 
and growth of malignant cells throughout the pia 
mater and the arachnoid membrane. LMC occurs in 
only 3-8% of all cancer patients, but is associated with 
devastating neurologic complications with high 

3mortality.  Till 1994, only 14 cases of LMC due to 
4complication of ovarian cancer have been reported.  

Incidence of bony metastasis from ovarian cancer is 
5rare (0.1-0.12%)  and its presentation during time of 

diagnosis is still rarer. Herein, we report a case of 
ovarian carcinoma who presented with skeletal 
metastasis at the time of diagnosis and developed 
solitary breast metastasis and leptomeningeal 
carcinomatosis on chemotherapy.

Case Report
 A 53 years old married female with no 
familial cancer history and an unknown BRCA-status, 
presented with pelvic discomfort, lack of appetite, 
weight loss and malaise. On examination she was 
found to have hard, immobile, nontender, nodular 
pelvic mass, probably of ovarian origin, which was 
confirmed by per vaginum and per speculum 
examination. Her routine investigations including 
complete blood counts, liver and renal function tests 
were within normal limits. CA125 level was 139.5 
units/ml. Serum CEA level was 3.13 ng/ml. CT scan 
thorax, abdomen and pelvis revealed 9.8*cm x 10.3 
cm. right ovarian mass with extension to serosal 
surface of sigmoid colon, peritoneal and omental 
metastasis, minimal ascites and multiple sclerotic 
lesions involving vertebrae, bilateral ribs, pelvic 
bones and sternum. Ultrasound guided biopsy of mass 
lesion revealed diagnosis of ovarian serous papillary 
adenocarcinoma (Figure 1). She was given 
radiotherapy for painful dorsal vertebral metastasis 
initially. She was then started on paclitaxel (175 

2mg/m  ) – carboplatin (AUC 5) chemotherapy every 
21 days. After 5 cycles of paclitaxel – carboplatin 
chemotherapy, she developed a lump in her right 
breast. CA125 level was 62.66 units/ml. CT scan 
revealed right residual ovarian lesion 7.2 x 6.2 x 6.6 
cm., 15 x 15 mm soft tissue mass in LIQ of right breast 
(Figure 2), 24 x 26 mm mildly enhancing lesion at 
umbilical region in anterior abdominal wall with 
multiple bone metastasis. Mammosonography 
revealed 12 x 11 mm spiculated lesion with 
microcalcifications causing adjacent parenchymal 
distortion in LIQ of right breast (BIRAD IVc) (Figure 
3). Breast biopsy revealed poorly differentiated 
adenocarcinoma, morphologically similar to 
previously diagnosed ovarian carcinoma (Figure 4). 
Immunohistochemistry revealed positive ER status 
with negative PR/Her-2 neu. In view of ER positivity, 
she was started on tamoxifen 20 mg once a day. After 6 
months of intake of tamoxifen, patient presented to us 
with severe headache, dizziness and vomiting. On 
examination, she was oriented to time, place and 
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person. Her vitals were within normal range. No 
lymph nodes were palpable. On neurological 
examination, there were no focal neurological signs or 
abnormal reflexes. There was no neck stiffness or 
nystagmus. The sensory examination was normal. 
There was no evidence of spinal tenderness or cord 
compression. Fundus examination was normal with 
no evidence of papilledema. Rest of the systemic 
examination was normal. CA125 level was 60.67 
units/ml. The MRI of brain showed no abnormalities. 
In view of persistent intractable headache with nausea 
and vomiting, a lumbar puncture with analysis of 
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) for routine, microscopy and 
cytology was performed. The CSF glucose 
concentration was 23.4 mg/dl, protein content of 21 
mg/dl, chloride concentration of 118.8 mmol/l, 

3leukocyte count of 4 cells/mm  with 100% 
polymorphs. CSF cytological analysis was positive 
for metastatic adenocarcinoma. The diagnosis of 
leptomeningeal carcinomatosis (LMC) due to 
metastatic ovarian disease was made. Patient was 
started on supportive care, steroids and mannitol. On 
stabilization, patient was given biweekly intrathecal 
chemotherapy with methotrexate 15mg, cytarabine 

70mg and hydrocortisone 50mg. However, patient’s 
relatives refused further treatment and follow ups and 
they took discharge against medical advice.

Discussion
 Ovarian cancer is a major cause of morbidity 
and mortality among gynecological malignancies. 
The current standard treatment of epithelial ovarian 
cancer of all histological subtypes involves primary 
optimal debulking surgery followed by platin-based 
chemotherapy. Significant advances in surgery and 
chemotherapy have been achieved over the past 
decades, but overall 5 year survival rate of advanced 
and metastatic disease remains dismal. Non-
hematologic metastasis to breast are rare occurrences 
and they usually develop in fifth or sixth decade, with 
most patients having documented history of 

1metastatic spread of their tumour.  Our patient was in 
thher 5  decade with documented history of metastatic 

spread of ovarian cancer to peritoneum, omentum and 
bone. Majority of secondary tumours to breast are 
from contralateral breast, with lymphomas, 
melanomas and gastrointestinal malignancies being 

1other causes.  Breast metastasis from primary ovarian 

Figure 1:  H & E section (40*) of pelvic mass biopsy
demonstrating ovarian serous papillary adenocarcinoma.

Figure 3: Mammosonographic image showing speculated lesion
in LIQ of right breast.

Figure 2: CT thorax showing soft tissue mass in right breast.

Figure 4: H &E section (40*) of breast biopsy showing
adenocarcinoma morphologically similar to previously
diagnosed ovarian carcinoma.
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carcinoma is uncommon with liver and lung being the 
most common sites of distant ovarian carcinoma 
metastasis. The absence of hereditary breast–ovarian 
cancer, a history of recurrent/advanced ovarian 
carcinoma, and a shorter interval between ovarian 
carcinoma diagnosis and development of breast mass 
are the factors favouring metastasis to breast as was in 

6our case.  In 85% of patients, the most common form 
of clinical presentation is a solitary tumour as was in 
our case. The most common location is upper outer 

2quadrant in 62% of patients  while in our patient it was 
in lower inner quadrant. Mammographically, 
metastatic tumours to the breast generally lack 
speculation, microcalcifications, architectural 
distortion and other skin changes. Microcalcifications 
can be seen with ovarian metastasis due to presence of 
psammoma bodies associated with some ovarian 
cancers, as was in our case. Breast metastasis from a 
primary ovarian tumour generally is diagnosed an 
average of two years after the initial diagnosis of 

2ovarian cancer.  However, our patient developed 
breast mass within 4 months of initial diagnosis. 
Papillary serous adenocarcinoma is the most common 
histologic variant of ovarian cancer associated with 

2breast metastases  as in our case. Secondary breast 
involvement from an ovarian tumour suggests 
widespread dissemination and is associated with a 
poor prognosis, with most patients dying within 1 year 

2(survival times range from 13 days to 3.5 years).
 Leptomeningeal carcinomatosis (LMC) is 
dissemination and growth of malignant cells 
throughout the pia mater and the arachnoid membrane 
by propagation in CSF. Meningeal involvement as 
presenting symptom of malignancy is rare with most 
patients diagnosed with LMC have prior cancer 

7diagnosis.  LMC occurs in only 3-8% of all cancer 
3patients.  The rate of LMC in breast cancer, lung 

cancer and melanoma are 12-14%, 10-26% and 17-
825% respectively.  The various routes of spread of 

tumour cells to leptomeninges suggested are arterial 
circulation, retrograde flow in Batson’s venous 
plexus, spread via perineural spaces, perivascular 
spaces, or lymphatics, and direct infiltration from 

9bone metastases.  28-75% of patients with LMC have 
10 synchronous or pre-existing brain metastasis.

However, our patient had no evidence of brain 
metastasis. The main diagnostic procedures for LMC 
are CSF cytological examination and neuroimaging. 
CSF cytological examination is required for definitive 
diagnosis of LMC but it is invasive procedure and its 
sensitivity is suboptimal. It has been reported that 
sensitivity of single lumbar puncture is only 54% 

11which increases to 91% on multiple repeated taps.  
Among neuroimaging studies, MRI is the main choice 
for the diagnosis of LMC as it has 1.5-2 times higher 
specificity and sensitivity than CT scans, however 

12false negative MRI findings are seen in 30% of cases  

(as was in our first case too). Meningeal contrast 
enhancement is not a specific finding as it may be seen 
in various infectious and inflammatory processes, but 
focal areas of linear enhancement, especially in a 
nodular pattern, in the appropriate clinical setting is 

13highly suggestive of LMC.  Treatment strategy for 
LMC include intrathecal chemotherapy with 
m e t h o t r e x a t e ,  c y t a r a b i n e , t h i o t e p a  a n d 

14hydrocortisone,  radiotherapy and best supportive 
care. Some reports have shown that intrathecal 
chemotherapy may prolong the survival compared to 

15those on best supportive care,  but the median overall 
survival for LMC with either methotrexate or 

16cytarabine remains dismal at 3-4 months only.  
Ep i the l ia l  ovar ian  cancer  i s  b io log ica l ly 
radiosensitive disease, and some studies support 

17giving radiotherapy for LMC. The incidence of 
skeletal metastasis in ovarian cancer as reported in an 
autopsy series was 0.06-0.19% with epithelial 

5histology reflecting its rarity.  The most common 
metastatic sites are vertebral column and sternum, 
followed by the ribs, pelvic and cranialbones, with 
pain being reported as the most common symptom, as 
was in our case. Median time to development of bone 

18 metastasis is 13-49 months. Median overall survival 
after bone manifestation is 7.2 months after diagnosis. 
This negative impact on overall survival is most 
apparent when bone spread is diagnosed at anearly 
time point or with primary diagnosis. Late onset of 
bone metastatization or the late diagnosis of bone 
spread, respectively, does not affect the overall 

19prognosis of these patients.  Also, platinum 
sensitivity of the disease loses its prognostic 
significance on the diagnosis of bone metastases. In 
our case, breast metastasis occurred during ongoing 
platinum – based chemotherapy. Early spread of the 
disease to bones reflects aggressive nature of the 
disease, resistance to standard chemotherapy and poor 

19prognosis.

Conclusion
 Extramammary tumours and primary breast 
tumours should be distinguished from each other as 
prognosis and therapies differ and to avoid any 
unnecessary surgical procedures. Ovarian metastasis 
to the breast should be treated as a systemic disease 
with palliative intent and with appropriate 
chemotherapeut ic  agents .  Leptomeningeal 
carcinomatosis is  rare but extremely fatal 
complication of ovarian cancer that commonly 
manifests as headache. At present, screening of bone 
metastases is not part of routine workup in ovarian 
cancer. However, in view of different prognostic 
impact on overall survival, early recognition with high 
index of suspicion is needed to ameliorate the 
symptoms and initiate early appropriate treatment.
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Summary
 Tuberous sclerosis is autosomal dominant condition 
that affects multiple system and causes benign tumor to grow in 
brain, kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and skin. A combination of 
symptoms may include seizures, intellectual disability, 
developmental delay, behaviour abnormalities and problems in 
skin, abdomen, lung and kidneys. It has a classical triad of 
symptoms including epilepsy, skin lesions and mental retardation. 
An eight year old male pediatric patient was admitted in neuro-
oncology department with complains of headache, drowsiness, 
vomiting, convulsion with Glassgow Coma Scale 8. He was 
diagnosed as having tuberous sclerosis with giant cell astrocytoma 
causing obstructive hydrocephalus. He was posted for ventriculo-
peritoneal shunt to relieve obstruction. The patient had several 
components from tuberous sclerosis including cardiac 
rhabdomyoma, skin lesion, hypertension, brain astrocytoma. 
Providing anesthesia in such patients is very challenging. 
Keywords: Tuberous Sclerosis, Anesthesia, Children

Introduction
 Tuberous sclerosis is an autosomal dominant 
condition that affects multiple systems in the body 
affecting one million people worldwide. Incidence is 
1:6000 children born with the disease and affects all 

1,2,3ethnic groups and both genders have equal chances.   
Most common features of tuberous sclerosis complex 
are: (1) benign tumours having abnormal lesions in 
many organ systems including brain, skin, heart, eyes, 
kidneys, lungs. (2) Seizures (3) learning disabilities, 
developmental and behavioural disorders, including 
autism spectrum disorders. This triad is present in 
only 30% of cases and about 6% have none of the 

4,5triad.  Patient with such genetic disorders with or 
without congenital anomalies presents unique 
challenges for administering anesthesia. It is 
important to recognize risk features and potential 
perioperative complications which require unique 
anesthesia consideration to avoid morbidity and 
mortality.
 
Case Report
 An eight years, 25 kg male patient with giant 
astrocytoma causing obstructive hydrocephalus was 
admitted in neuro-oncology department for his 
complaints of headache, vomiting, drowsiness since 
7-8 days. He was known case of tuberous sclerosis 
since birth and had history of seizure since six years 

for which he was on antiepileptic drug. Emergency 
ventriculo-peritoneal shunt was planned. On 
preoperative examination he had hypertension, 
seizure disorder, and cardiac rhabdomyoma. He has 
difficulty in speech. On physical examination 
multiple whitish, watery, papular lesion present over 
axilla, inguinal region over scrotal skin. Baseline 
heart rate was 114/minute and blood pressure was 
130/80 mm of Hg. Cardio-respiratory system was 
normal except tachycardia confirmed by ECG. All 
other investigations were normal except platelets 
count of 77000/cmm. Chest x-ray, coagulation 
profile, renal function test, liver function test, serum 
electrolytes were normal. Indirect laryngoscopy 
wasdone to rule out any oropharygeal and laryngeal 
hamartoma and papiloma. His CT scan brain showed 
subependymal giant cell astrocytoma, subependymal 
nodules, hydrocephalus suggestive of tuberous 
sclerosis. MRI brain showed 3.8x3.3cm area of 
blooming involving choroid plexus in the left lateral 
ventricle, suggestive of bleeding with extension into 
both lateral and third ventricles along with diffuse 
cerebral edema. 2D ECHO showed concentric 
hypertrophy with enlargement of left ventricle, small 
to moderate size solitary rhabdomyoma over 
anterolateral wall of left ventricle in connection with 
anterior to anterolateral papillary muscle. After 
baseline vital signs were assessed the patient was 
given inj glycopyrolate 0.01 mg/kg IV, inj. fentanyl 50 
mcg IV. Then anaesthesia was induced with inj. 
thiopentone sodium 160 mg IV, inj.  succinyl choline 
30 mg IV then intubated with flexometallic 
endotracheal tube no-5. Anesthesia was maintained 
with O  40%+N O 60% with sevoflurane 1.5% + inj. 2 2

atracurium 0.5 mg/kg IV. Before emergence, a 650 mg 
acetaminophane suppository was inserted. The 
inhaled anaesthetic was terminated and 100% oxygen 
was given during emergence. After reversal patient 
was extubated.  Intraoperat ive pat ient  had 
hypertension mean arterial blood pressure of 131mm 
of Hg. which was treated with inj. labetalol 0.2 mg/kg. 
Patient was transferred to neuro ICU and monitored. 
There were no reported complications during 
hospitalisation.
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– A Case Report
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Discussion
 Tuberous sclerosis is genetic condition 
caused by mutation in two genes TSC1 (Tuberous 
sclerosis complex 1) and TSC2 the genes that encode 
hamartin and tuberlin. In about 80% of people who 
have tuberous sclerosis genetic testing can detect 

6,7mutation in one of these genes.  Tuberous sclerosis is 
one of the several conditions that are called 
neurocutaneous syndrome; all these disorders are 
genetic conditions that cause tumours and other types 
of abnormal tissue to grow in the brain, skin and other 

5organs.
 In our case we found the presence of 3 major 
features and hence the definite diagnosis of tuberous 
sclerosis.
 Perioperative management of patient with 
tuberous sclerosis is complicated by presence of 
cardiovascular, neurological and renal tumours. 
Tuberous sclerosis affects many systems and the 
anaesthesiologist must be ready to meet these 
challenges. Careful evaluation of each systems and 
the extent and severity of the disease process and 
assessment of individual is essential for safe 
anaesthesia plan for patient having tuberous sclerosis. 
Preoperative chest x-ray is indicated to exclude 

6pulmonary and mediastinal nodules.  These patients 
may present for many surgical procedure due to 
widespread hamartoma and abnormal growth of many 
normal tissue. 
 Cardiovascular manifestation can have major 
anaesthesia implications. Cardiac rhabdomyoma are 
usually asymptomatic but should be suspected in 
patients with arrhythmia. Up to 50-60% of patients 
with tuberous sclerosis have cardiac disease, mainly 
rhabdomyoma which may be single or multiple and 
may occur in any chamber. These leads to mechanical 
problems because of their size or disturbance in the 
conduction system caused by their infiltrating nature. 
Cardiac arrhythmia is a significant problem in 
tuberous sclerosis complex (slow to irregular to fast 

3,6,8rhythm).  Hypertension can occur due to renal 

tumour or renal artery stenosis, and cardiac 
9,10

anomaly.  Cardiovascular assessment is essential 
part of preoperative work up even in asymptomatic 
patients. 
 Neurological problems include epilepsy, 
focal lesions, and communication problems. 
Neurological lesions include single or multiple 
cerebral nodules, astrocytomas and multiple 
subependymal periventricular nodules. These nodules 
cause obstructive hydrocephalus. Astrocytomas cause 
focal neurological deficit, increase intracranial 

11pressure, behavioural changes.  In 60% cases mental 
5retardation is observed.  Eighty to Ninety percent has 

seizure and seizure activity is difficult to control.  
10,12,13Epilepsy is common in 80-90%  of patients and 

these patients are usually on antiepileptic drugs and 
should be continued in preoperative period so possible 
drug interaction should be kept in mind before 
anesthetising the patients. Hypoglycaemia, 
hypocarbia and hyponaetremia should be avoided.
 Premedication is helpful because many 
patients with tuberous sclerosis have behaviour 

5,16problems.  Our patient was premedicated with 
glycopyrrolate as it has less chronotropic effect than 
atropine and short acting opioid inj. fentanyl which 
has sedative, analgesic, cardiostable property and is 

3,15,16easily metabolised by liver.  An oral midazolam 
0.5mg/kg gives amnesia and anxiolysis within 15 

17min.  As our patient drowsy we have not used was 
anxiolysis.  Barbiturates causes seizure suppression 

17
and decreased cerebral metabolism of oxygen.  We 
have used short acting depolarising muscle relaxant 
succinyl choline for intubation because hamartoma 
and papilloma  may present in larynx and oropharynx 
and may obscure vision and may lead to difficult 

4,5intubation and bleeding.  Although succinyl choline 
can produce increase intracranial pressure, it need not 
be viewed as contraindicated. Kovaric and co-authors 
observed no change in intracranial pressure after the 
administration of succinyl choline 1mg/kg to ten non 
paralyzed ventilated neurosurgical ICU  patients, six 

Major features 
1. Hypomelanotic macules
  (≥3, at least 5-mm diameter), 
2. Angiofibromas (≥3) or fibrous cephalic plaque, 
3. Ungual fibromas (≥2), 
4. Shagreen patch,
5. Multiple retinal hamartomas 
6. Cortical dysplasias, 
7. Subependymal nodules, 
8. Subependymal giant cell astrocytoma, 
9. Cardiac rhabdomyoma, 
10.Lymphangioleiomyomatosis 
11.Angiomyolipomas (≥2)

Minor features 
1. “Confetti” skin lesions, 
2. Dental enamel pits (>3), 
3. Intraoral fibromas (≥2), 
4. Retinal achromic patch, 
5. Multiple renal cysts, 
6. Nonrenal hamartomas
 
Definite diagnosis: 2 major features or 1 major feature 
with ≥2 minor features. Possible diagnosis: either 1 

14,15major feature or ≥2 minor features.  

Clinical Diagnostic criteria:
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18of whom had sustained  head injury.  As with many 
anesthetics, the concern should be not weather it is 
used but how it is used. Ketamin should be avoided 
because it decreases seizure threshold and increases 

17intracranial pressure.  If cardiac pathology is 
significant etomidate 0.3 mg/kg is a drug of 

3,16,17choice.  Anesthesia can be maintained with 
16sevoflurane, desflurane, or isoflurane.  Renal and 

hepatic function of patients can affect the selection of 
neuromuscular blocking drug. Atracurium and 
mivacurium is safest choice due to low percentage of 

16renal clearance.  
 Post operatively patients of tuberous sclerosis 
should be monitored closely for seizure activity. High 
level of carbon dioxide levels may increase the 
potential for seizure and arrythemia. Adequate pain 
relief and control of tachypnea and preservation of a 
normal respiratory rate decreases risk of seizure. So 
thorough assessment of the patient is important for 

17safe anesthesia.

Conclusion
 Thorough preoperative assessment, careful 
perioperative management and close monitoring be 
required in a patient with tuberous sclerosis for safe 
anaesthetic outcome.
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Summary
 Carcinoma gall bladder is a highly fatal malignancy in 
metastatic setting. An uncommon entity in western world is a 
frequent entity in northern parts of India. Liver is the most 
common site of gallbladder cancer metastasis and skeletal 
metastasis being extremely rare. Only few cases have been 
reported in literature. We are reporting a case of carcinoma gall 
bladder with vertebral metastasis, to emphasise the importance of 
evaluating symptomatic bony sites.
Keywords: Carcinoma gall bladder, Vertebral metastasis, 
Northern parts of India

Introduction
 Carcinoma gall bladder an uncommon entity 
in western world, is a frequent entity in northern parts 

1of India  mostly presenting as advance disease. Most 
common site of metastasis being liver and skeletal 
metastasis is extremely rare. Only few cases have 
being reported in literature. We are reporting a case of 
carcinoma gall bladder with vertebral metastasis.
 
Case Report
 Fifty-two years old female without any 
comorbidities with a performance scale of 2, 
presented to our institute with chief complaints of 
abdominal discomfort and weakness of bilateral lower 
limb for last 20 days. On examination abdomen was 
soft with tenderness in right hypochondriac region, 

power in bilateral lower limbs was 3/5. Complete 
blood count, renal function test, liver function test 
were within normal limits. Ultrasonography of the 
abdomen showed hypoechoeic lesions in liver, one of 
which in the gall bladder fossa was not distinguishable 
from liver parenchyma and this lesion was not 
biopsible. Tumour markers: CA 19-9 was slightly  
elevated wherears CA-125, CA 15-3, and CEA were 
within normal range. MRI spine and abdomen was 
suggestive of multiple dorso lumbar metastases and 
bilateral liver metastasis, one of which was in gall 
bladder fossa (Figure 1,2). Evaluation for primary was 
d o n e  i n c l u d i n g  c o l o n o s c o p y,  b i l a t e r a l 
mammography; per speculum examination with Pap 
smear. None of them showed any evidence of disease. 
An USG guided biopsy from liver was reported as 
malignant poorly differentiated carcinoma, further 
IHC was advised which suggested as primary from 
gall bladder, which was CK7+, AE+, CK20-ve. 
(breast, ovary, colon cancers  were  ruled out using 
specific IHC markers for these sites). Biopsy from 
spinal lesion suggested metastatic carcinoma poorly 
differentiated. Patient was initially treated with 
palliative RT to spine, followed by one cycle of 
gemcitabine plus oxaliplatin with zolendronic acid. 
However patient’s performance scale worsened to 4 

Vertebral Metastasis a Rare Phenomenon in
Gall Bladder Carcinoma - A Case Report
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 Figure 1: MRI showing Liver metastasis Figure 2: Vertebral metastasis
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and later was treated with supportive care.

Discussion
 Carcinoma gall bladder is a very fatal 

3mal ignancy.  Mos t  common  h i s to logy  i s 
adenocarcinoma; other being adenosquamous, 
squamous,  small  cell  carcinoma, sarcoma, 

4lymphoma.  Presentation is either as incidental 
detection post cholycystectomy, on imaging or as 
advanced disease. Liver is the most common site of 

5gallbladder cancer metastasis  and skeletal metastasis 
6are rare.  There are only 5 prior reports of gallbladder 

cancer metastasis to the bone in the English language 
7literature.  The rarer presentation in this report is 

skeletal metastasis at diagnosis. In our case the 
presenting complaints of bilateral lower limb 
weakness led to an MRI imaging, however patients 
may present with non specific symptoms related to 
back which should not be ignored. Morbidity related 
to bony disease can be reduced by early detection. We 
are reporting this case to emphasise the importance of 
screening skeleton in carcinoma gall bladder with 
pain in bony sites or neurological symptoms due to 
bony disease.

Conclusions
 Carcinoma gall bladder rarely metastasizes to 
bone. It should be considered in differential diagnosis 
of occult primary metastasis to bone and one should 

evaluate symptomatic bony sites at the earliest in 
patients of carcinoma gall bladder.
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Summary
 Myeloid sarcoma (MS), also known as extramedullary 
acute myeloid leukemia, extramedullary myeloid tumor, and 
granulocytic sarcoma, myeloblastoma or chloroma, is a rare 
manifestation which is characterized by the occurrence of 1 or 
more tumor myeloid masses occurring at an extramedullary site. 
We are reporting a rare case of monoblastic sarcoma in a 50 year 
male patient without history of acute myeloid leukemia with 
involvement of paraspinal region, abdominal wall and tongue, 
who presented with acute paraparesis. The patient was treated 
with decompression laminectomy followed by Radiotherapy. 
After confirming diagnosis of monoblastic sarcoma, patient was 
treated with acute myeloid leukemia chemotherapy regimen to 
control systemic disease, but outcome was poor.
Keywords:  Myeloid sarcoma, Monoblastic sarcoma 
,Granulocytic sarcoma , Myeloblastoma, Compressive 
myelopathy

Introduction 
 Myeloid sarcoma (MS) is a rare malignant 
condition comprising of immature myeloid cells and 
developing at an extramedullary site that most 
commonly involves the bone, skin, or lymph node, 

1although any part of the body may be affected.  MS 
may develop de novo or simultaneously with acute 
myeloid leukemia (AML), myeloproliferative 
neoplasm (MPN), or myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). MS may be the first manifestation of AML, 
precede it by months or years, or equally represent the 
initial manifestation of relapse in a previously treated 

2,3AML in remission.  The incidence of myeloid 
sarcoma in the course of acute myeloid leukaemia has 
been reported to range from 3-4.7%. The occurrence 
of extra-medullary lesions before the onset of overt 

4disease is rare.  Here we are reporting a case of 
monoblastic sarcoma in a patient without overt 
myeloid leukemia.

Case Report
 A 50 year male presented with gradual onset 
of both lower limb weakness over two month which 
progressed to complete paralysis of both lower limb 
with urinary incontinence. At the same time patient 
had noted lump in right iliac region. Initially patient 
consulted local physician who evaluated patient with 
USG pelvis and MRI dorso-lumbar spine with whole 

spine screening. Ultrasonography of pelvis suggested 
large well defined hypoechoic lesion measuring 45 
mm×30 mm in subcutaneous tissue and musculature 
in anterior abdominal wall, possibility of metastatic 
deposit , biopsy of which was suggestive of malignant 
round cell tumor. MRI of spine revealed altered signal 
intensity lesion in intraduralextramedullary 
compartment extending from D3 to D7 level in post 
contrast T1 weighted SAG images (Figure 1) and  in 
T2 weighted images showed altered signal intensity
(hyperintense) lesion in intraduralextramedullary 
compartment at D3 level (Figure 2). There were 
multiple other similarly enhancing lesions seen along 
visualized posterior aspects of ribs and posterior 
elements of the other distal dorsal vertebrae and 
adjacent soft tissue, possibility of metastases. On 
presentation at GCRI, patient had complete 
paraplegia with bladder dysfunction. On physical 
examination patient was having macroglossia, right 
iliac lump and paraspinal mass, bilateral complete 
paraplegia (power grade 0) with bowel bladder 
involvement. Patient was posted for decompression 
D6/D7  laminectomy. 
 Surgical pathology report was suggestive of 
Monoblastic sarcomas (MBLS) composed of a large 
population (> 80%) of monoblasts. The neoplastic 
cells were large, with abundant eosinophilic 
cytoplasm, round or oval nuclei with dispersed 
chromatin and one or more prominent nucleoli. 
Promonocytes showed more irregular, delicately 
convoluted nuclear features. Immunohistochemistry 
was done to confirm the diagnosis which was positive 
for LCA, CD43 (strong positive), CD 117, vimentin, 
Bcl2, CD79a  (weak positive) and negative for CD2, 
CD3, CD10, CD20, CD19, CD21, Bcl6, CD1a,  S100, 
EMA,  CD23,  CD30, CD13. CD 99 was diffuse 
stained. MIB 1 was 80%. From this IHC panels 
diagnosis of monoblastic sarcoma/ myeloid sarcoma 
was confirmed. There were no blasts in peripheral 
smear and bone marrow aspiration and biopsy was 
done which was normocellular and uninvolved by any 
primary or secondary malignancy. Patient was treated 
with post operative radiotherapy to spine D6/D7 
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region with 30G in 10 fractions. Radiotherapy was not 
given to tongue and chest wall because they were 
asymptomatic. Patient was referred to medical 
oncology department for further management.  
Patient was advised PET CT which was suggestive of 
non avid soft tissue density lesion in costal pleura, few 
peritoneal nodules and subcutaneous nodules anterior 
to urinary bladder. There was no FDG avid disease 
anywhere in body. Biopsy of the tongue was done 
which revealed same pathology as in paraspinal mass. 
As such myeloid sarcoma is chemotherapy sensitive 
disease so patient was treated with chemotherapy. 
Patient was started for 5+2 induction with 
daunorubicin and cytarabine but expired due to 
sudden cardiac arrest after one day of chemotherapy, 
the cause of cardiac arrest was not found.

Discussion 
 Myeloid  sarcomas  were  first  described  in  
the  early  19th  century.  They were initially 
described as   "chloroma"  due  to  their  greenish 
external  appearance.  This  is  a  because  of  the  
presence  of  myeloperoxidase  enzymes  in  the  
premature myeloid  cells. Later on many cases of 
chloroma were described  that  were  not  green  and  
had  the  gross  features  of  a  sarcoma, so the 
terminology was changed  to " granulocytic  
sarcoma". As  we  now know that  not  all  myeloid  
leukemias  are  derived  from  granulocytes ,  the 
preferred  term  is  "myeloid  sarcoma". The  clinical  
presentation  of  myeloid  sarcoma  varies  and  is  
dependent  on  the  site  of involvement.  Commonly  
involved  sites  of  occurrence  include  subperiosteal  
bone structures  of  the  skull,  paranasal  sinuses,  
sternum,  ribs,  vertebrae  and  pelvis;  lymph nodes  

4and  skin  are  also  common  sites.  Rare  sites  
reported  in  the  literature  include the  pancreas,  
heart,  brain,  mouth,  breast,  gastrointestinal  and  
biliary  tract,  prostate, urinary  bladder  and  

6
gynecologic  tract  and  more.   A  single  tumor  or  
sometimes multiple  nodular  masses  of  various  
sizes  may  occur.  Myeloid  sarcomas  may  be  found  
in one  of  four  settings: 1.  In  patients  with  known  
acute  myeloid  leukemia  (AML)  in  the  active  
phase  of  the disease. 2.  In  patients  with  a  chronic  
myeloproliferative  disorder  (CMPD)  or  a  
myelodysplastic syndrome  (MDS),  in  whom  
myeloid  sarcoma  may  be  the  first  manifestation  
of blastic  transformation. 3.  As  the  first  
manifestation  of  relapse  in  patients  previously  
treated  for  primary  or secondary  acute  leukemia.  
4. De novo in healthy  subjects,  in  whom  a  typical  
form  of  AML  may  occur  after  an interval  of  

4,7weeks,  months  or  even  years.   Rarely  no  
leukemia  develops. No age  group  is  immune;  
however,  some  reports  suggest  that  two  thirds  of  
the  cases occur  before  the  age  of  15 years. Grossly  

the  neoplastic  tissue  usually  appears  firm  with  a  
fish-flesh  appearance. FDG PETCT is negative in 10 
% cases in myeloid sarcoma.
 Microscopically monoblastic sarcomas are 
composed of a large population (>80%) of  
monoblasts. The neoplastic  cells are large, with  
abundant  eosinophilic cytoplasm,  round or  oval 
nuclei with dispersed chromatin and one or more 
prominent nucleoli. Promonocytes show more  
irregular,  delicately convoluted  nuclear features. On 
immunohistochemistry , Monoblastic sarcomas  are 
strongly positive for CD43, lysozyme, CD68, CD163, 

5weakly for CD4, and negative for CD34.
 The  WHO  Classification  of  tumours; 
pathology  and  genetics  of  tumours  of  

6hematopoietic  and  lymphoid  tissues  recognizes 
monoblastic sarcomas as less  common variants  that  
is composed  of  monoblasts  and  associated  with  
acute  monoblastic  leukemia  and  also tumors  with  
bilineage  or  trilineage  hematopoiesis,  predominant  
e r y t h r o i d   p r e c u r s o r s   o r  p r e d o m i n a n t  
megakaryocytes  that  may  occur  in  conjunction  
with  transformation  of  a CMPD, but isolated MS 

6without overt leukemia is very rare.   
 Giemsa  or  Wright/Giemsa  stains  on  
imprints  are  the  best  way  to  see  the  morphology  
of the  blasts.  Cytochemical  stains  such  as  a  
positive  sudan  black  or  myeloperoxidase  stain are  
helpful  if  touch  imprints  are  available  to  identify  
the  myeloid  lineage. The  definitive  diagnosis  

5,9today  is  usually  based  on immunohistochemistry.   
The  best immunohistochemical  stains  used  for  this  
include  MPO  and  lysozyme.  MPO immunostain  is  
positive  in  most  myeloblastic  variants  (as  well  as  
in  some  cells myelomonocytic  variants)  while  
lysozyme  is  frequently  expressed  in  monoblastic 
variants.  Megakaryoblastic  cells  are characterized  
by  the  expression  of  factor  VIII,  CD  61,  and  CD  

831   while  Glycophorin  C and/or  blood  group  
proteins  occur  in  the  rare  erythroblastic  variant.  A  
variable percentage  of  non-differentiated  blasts  
may  be  positive  for  CD13,  CD33,  CD  34,  CD117  

8(cKit),  or  CD99.   Sometimes  expression  of  
aberrant  markers  such  as  B-cell-,  T-cell-,  or  NK-
associated  antigens  including  CD30  may  be  seen.  
Positivity of  tumor cells for CD43,  a  T-cell  marker,  
without  coexpression  of  CD3  should  always  
prompt consideration  of  a  myeloid  tumor  and  not  
be  misinterpreted  as  a  neoplasm  of  T-cell lineage.  
The  use  of  only  four  antibodies  (MPO,  CD68,  
Lysozyme  and  CD34)  has  been proposed  to  
distinguish  the  more  common  variants  of  myeloid  

9sarcomas.  A  study  of 30  cases  showed  CD117  
reactivity  in  87%,  MPO,  97%;  lysozyme,  93%;  
CD34,  47%;  CD45, 84%;  CD43,  97%;  TdT,  37%;  
CD79a,  20%;  CD20,  10%;  CD3,  10%;  and  CD10,  

101% .
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 The  correct  diagnosis  of  myeloid  sarcoma  
is  important  so  appropriate  therapy  can  be 
instituted.  While  the  diagnosis  is  often  thought  of  
in  patients  with  an  established  history of  AML,  
MDS or a CMPD, in other patients  the  diagnosis  is  
often  missed.  The  differential diagnosis  is  lengthy  
and  includes  non-Hodgkin  lymphoma  (including  
precursor  B-  or  Tcell,  Burkitt,  some  peripheral  
NK/T-cell  and  diffuse  large  B-cell  lymphomas),  
small  round cell  tumors  (including  neuroblastoma,  
rhabdomyosarcoma,  Ewing's  sarcoma,  peripheral 
neuroectodermal  tumor  and  medulloblastoma),  
undifferentiated  carcinoma  or melanoma,  malignant  
histiocytosis  and  malignant  mastocytosis  with  
atypical  mast  cells. Extramedullary  localizations  of  
chronic  myeloproliferative  diseases  without  blast  
crisis should  also  be  differentiated  from  myeloid  
sarcoma.  Immunohistochemistry  may  aid 
distinguish  myeloid  sarcoma  from  malignant  
lymphoma,  however  the  coexpression  of some  T-
cell  markers  and  staining  with  TdT  and  CD  34  
can  cause  difficulties  in interpretation. Treatment  is  
similar  to  that  for  AML,  even  in  cases  of  isolated  
tumors  with  no  blood  or bone  marrow 

11involvement.   Radiotherapy  has  been  proposed  in  
association  with chemotherapy  for  patients  with  
massive  tumors  or  for  patients  with  spinal  cord 
compression.
 In  patients  with  AML  the  progression  of  
myeloid  sarcoma  has  the  same  prognosis  as  the 
underlying  leukemia.  Patients  with  an  AML  
associated  with  a  t(8;21)  and  presenting myeloid  
sarcoma  have  a  low  rate  of  complete  remission,  

12
and  overall  survival  is  poor.  This  appears  to  be  
in  contrast  to  the  better  prognosis  generally  seen 
in  AML  with  t(8; 21). In  patients  with  CMPD  and  
MDS  myeloid  sarcoma  defines  a  blastic  
transformation  often associated  with  a  short  
survival.
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Summaries of Presentations at Clinical Meetings

01. Early metabolic response using 18f–18-f-fdg-
pet can prognosticate better than conventional ct 
imaging in paediatric patients of Burkitt’s 
Lymphoma
Patel Vishal
Nuclear Medicine
Summary
 Burkitt’s lymphoma is a rare and aggressive 
form of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma which is 
potentially curable if diagnosed and treated at an early 
stage. 18-F-FDG PET/CT has already been 
established as a better diagnostic modality than 
conventional imaging for staging, restaging and early 
detection of recurrence in various lymphomas. Even 
though a negative PET after completion of 
chemotherapy has an excellent prognostic value, it is 
not known whether PET scans done after 1 week of 
completion of first cycle of chemotherapy has any 
prognostic impact on therapeutic outcome. The aim of 
our study was to ascertain the value of early 18-F-
FDG PET scan as compared to CT imaging in 
predicting therapeutic response in paediatric patients 
of Burkitt’s lymphoma.
 This was a prospective study involving 20 
patients of paediatric age group. 18 males and 2 
females (mean age 6.3 ± 2.73 years) with Burkitt’s 
lymphoma  who underwent a baseline(pre 
chemotherapy) whole body PET/CT evaluation 
followed by 18-F-FDG PET/CT scans at 8th day post 
therapy,  in te r im and  a f te r  comple t ion  of 
chemotherapy. Baseline scan, 8th day post 
chemotherapy scan and interim scan were performed 
in all the patients except 3 patients who died or lost to 
follow up during the course of the treatment. 5 patients 
were subjected to follow up scan assessment after 
completion of chemotherapy. ∆ SUVmax and ∆ 
Metabolic Index max were used as parameters for 
assessment of response evaluation on PET/CT scan 
and ∆ Volume was used for response evaluation on CT 
scan.
 As compared to the baseline, 8th day post 
treatment 18-F-FDG PET showed complete 
response(CR) in  3  of  20 pat ients ,  par t ia l 
remission(PR) in 14 of 20 patients and progressive 
disease(PD) in 3 of 20 patients. In PR category, 9 of 14 
patients showed CR while 1 of 14 patients showed 
stable disease (SD) and 4 showed PD on subsequent 
follow up scan. 2 of 3 patients who showed PD on 
early follow up scan remained in progression while 1 
patient showed CR on subsequent follow up scan. 
Another pertinent observation is that metabolic 
response preceded morphological response in CR 
group. 2 of 3 patients showed persistent structural 

disease on CT scan who showed CR on early 18-F-
FDG PET/CT scan. ∆ Metabolic Index max was found 
out to be a better predictor of therapeutic response as 
compared to ∆ SUVmax and ∆ Volume. It also 
correlated with patients’ final outcome (Bonferroni 
multiple comparison test- P <0.001). 
 18-F-FDG PET/CT can predict treatment 
response as early as on 8th day after chemotherapy. 
Metabolic response precedes morphologic recovery 
as compared to CT. Early responders remain disease 
free even at  completion of chemotherapy. 
Quantitatively ∆ Metabolic index max is the best 
predictor for patient’s final therapeutic outcome.

02. Retrospective analysis of pt1/2N0 oral tongue 
carcinoma patients treated at GCRI
Gupta Sunnia
Radiotherapy
Summary
 To s tudy the outcomes of  adjuvant 
radiotherapy in the form of local control, nodal 
control, DFS. The secondary aim was to identify the 
potential prognostic factors affecting the outcomes. 
This was retrospective analysis of all pT1-2N0 oral 
tongue cancer patients who were treated at GCRI from 
2007 to 2011. All the patients had undergone surgery 
in the form of hemiglossectomy with neck dissection 
and were either treated with adjuvant radiotherapy or 
were kept on observation. The outcomes of adjuvant 
radiotherapy were analysed. 22 out of 34 (64%) 
patients kept on observation developed recurrence (10 
local, 10 nodal and 2 at other sites like soft palate, 
angle of mouth). 33 out of 120 (27%) patients 
developed recurrence post RT (21 local, 9 nodal and 3 
at other sites like PFS, RMT). Out of these 33 patients, 
5 had received incomplete RT. Out of these 28 
patients, 7 had DFS of 5yrs. No patient developed 
distant metastasis. Adjuvant radiotherapy improves 
disease free survival in pT1/2N0 oral tongue 
carcinoma patients.

03. Neo-adjuvant treatment in locally advanced 
vulvar cancer
Kumari Rashmi
Gynaecological Oncology
Summary
 Present study aimed to evaluate tumor 
response, any significant adverse effect and ultimately 
disease resectibility after neo-adjuvant treatment in 
locally advanced vulvar cancer. It also reviewed the 
present status of the patient with respect to recurrence 
and disease free survival. Present study is a 
retrospective observational study. Ten patients were 
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assessed between January 2008 and December 2015 
at the Department of Gynecologic Oncology, Gujarat 
Cancer and Research Institute, Ahmedabad. 
Participation in this study was limited to patients with 
clinical definition of locoregionally advanced vulvar 
cancer (LRAVC), involving midline structures 
(urethra, anorectum, upper half vagina) and would 
necessitate radical surgeries for adequate surgical 
cure. Between January 2008 and December 2015, 10 
patients with locally advanced vulvar cancer were 
treated with neo-adjuvant treatment. The patients’ 
median age was 59.5 years (range 40-72 years). Seven 
women had clinical FIGO stage II disease and 3 had 
stage IVA tumors. Biopsy report of two cases were of 
grade 1, 7 of grade 2, and 1 of grade 3. Four patients 
were clinically suspected for inguinal node 
metastasis, and 3 were subsequently subjected to 
histological evaluation, but all were negative for 
malignancy. One patient had large fixed node, 
unilaterally, which further developed fungating node, 
during the course of treatment. Six patients had 
disease with urethal involvement, with 1 having 
vaginal involvement of lower half as well and 4 had 
disease abutting anal margin. Different neo-adjuvant 
therapies were used for all patients, as data are sparse 
in this field to guide definitive neoadjuvant therapy. 
Three patients received only chemotherapy, 1 only 
radiotherapy, 3 received concurent chemoradiation, 1 
had radiotherapy followed by chemotherapy, 1 had 
vice versa and 1 received chemotherapy followed by 
radiotherapy followed by chemotherapy. All patients 
had clinical objective response (3 CR and 7 PR). Out 
of ten patients, 7 had radical vulvectomy with bilateral 
inguino-femoral lymphadenectomy and 3 had only 
radical vulvectomy. Groin dissection was not 
performed in these 3 cases, because the inguinal nodes 
have already been treated during the chemoradiation 
phase. Stoma/urinary diversion was averted in all 
cases. Pathological responses included 3 cases with no 
residual tumor and 7 cases with residual sqaumous 
cell carcinoma. All patients had negative resection 
margins, adequate resection margins (≥ 8mm) was 
achieved in only 4 cases. Two patients received 
adjuvant post operative treatment, with radiation 
therapy, due to close resection margins. Only one 
patient had positive nodes in surgical specimen. Two 
out of ten patients had recurrence. One had local 
recurrence, three months after the completion of 
treatment, for which radical local excision was done. 
Another patient had systemic recurrence, to lungs, 3 
months after the completion of treatment, for which 
palliative chemotherapy was given, but patient died 
after 6 months of recurrence. Rest all patients are alive 
without any evidence of disease. Two patients having 
6 years of disease free survival and six out of ten 
patients have almost 1 year of disease free survival. 
Further follow up is being done. Individualized 

treatment is critically important. Neo-adjuvant 
therapy may represent a reliable and promising 
strategy. However, optimal delivery of multimodality 
therapy for advanced vulvar cancers are not clearly 
defined.

04. Evaluation  of possum  score in  predicting  
morbidity and  mortality  following  major  
oncosurgical  procedures
Chakraborty Amit
Surgical Oncology
Summary
 Aim of present study was to assess the 
accuracy of POSSUM in predicting mortality and 
morbidity in patients with different malignancies 
undergoing surgery at RCC at Ahmedabad. 100 
patients each of  head and neck, thoracic and 
gastrointestinal (GIT), and  genitourinary  (GUT) 
malignancy undergoing operative procedure at 
Gujarat cancer & research institute (GCRI) based at 
Ahmedabad were included in this study. Detailed 
standardized  risk  assessments  and  thorough 
documentation  of  postoperative  courses  were  
performed  and  POSSUM scores were calculated. 
Among all the three categories, surgery for Buccal 
Mucosa cancer  in  H&N  group  (20.6%),  Colorectal  
surgery  (12.6%)  and  Upper  GI  surgery  (11%)  in  
GIT  group  and  radical hysterectomy (8.6%) & 
lower urinary tract surgery (9%) in GUT group was 
the most common surgical procedure. 23% patients in 
head and neck group, 34% in GIT and 31% in GUT  
group had morbidity. The 30 day mortality rate  was  
6%  and  29.3%  patients  developed  complications.  
POSSUM  predicted  morbidity  for  38.07%  and 
mortality for 8.99% patients.  In all three groups for 
morbidity O: E ratio was >1 for low risk range (<10) 
and <1 for higher risk range (>30). Mortality is under 
predicted for head and neck cases in all risk while in 
GIT and GUT it is under-predicted for low risk range 
and over-predicted for high risk range. POSSUM 
failed to accurately predict morbidity and mortality. 
Modifications are needed prior to its application for 
comparative audit in oncosurgery in high volume 
centres. Presence of comorbidity and nutritional 
status along with technical competence of surgeon 
influence postoperative morbidity and these factors 
are not included in score. So inference of this study is 
to create a new model incorporating various other 
variables for better predictive equation. 

0 5 .  E l a s t o g r a p h y  a n d  c l i n i c a l  u s e s
L. Gaurav
Radiology
Summary
 Introduction to new type of imaging modality 
elastography and its clinical uses .   
1. Elastography is supplementary to convention B   
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mode imaging 
2. Its uses have been well established in breast and 

liver imaging 
3. Better characterization of  BIRAD III and  IV 

categories 
4. Evaluation of liver cirrhosis 

06. Comparative evaluation of subclavian vein 
catheterisation using supraclavicular versus 
infraclavicular approach
Momin Atikahmed G. 
Anasthesiology
Summary
 Infraclavicular (IC) approach of subclavian 
vein (SCV) catheterisation is widely used as 
compared to supraclavicular (SC) approach. The aim 
of the study was to compare the ease of catheterisation 
of SCV using SC versus IC approach and also record 
the incidence of complications related to either 
approach, if any. In the study, 50 patients enrolled 
were randomly divided into two groups of 25 patients 
each. In Gp. SC Subclavian vein catheterisation was 
performed using SC approach and in Gp. IC 
catheterisation was performed using IC approach. 
Access time, success rate of cannulation, number of 
attempts to cannulate vein, ease of guidewire and 
catheter insertion and length of catheter inserted and 
any associated complications were recorded. SC 
approach offers distinct advantage that catheter is 
always guided downwards in contrast to IC approach 
where catheter guided upwards. Secondly it can be 
used intraoperatively and on mechanically ventilated 
patients duo to its cephalad access. Sometimes when 
IC approach fails, anesthetist awareness of this 
approach helps in placement of central venus catheter. 

07. Antibody screening and identification
Kusumgar Rima
Blood Bank
Summary
 Alloimmunization is one of the major 
concern in the management of patients who require 
repeated blood transfusion as a lifesaving treatment . 
Data about alloimmunization rate especially in 
oncology patient population who receive multiple 
transfusions is scarce. So, We undertook this study to 
determine prevalence and specificity of RBC 
alloantibodies in patients admitted in various clinical 
oncology specialities at a tertiary care hospital in 
Gujarat.Antibody screening was carried out in 9074 
patients from May 2015 to April 2016.The data was 
compiled and statistically analysed. The overall 
incidence of RBC alloimmunization in oncology 
patients was 0.55% with more prevalence  in 
Females(66%),with mean age group of 40 years. The 
most common alloantibody  was  Anti-D (14.9%) and  
Anti –E (14.9%) and remaining 70% was pan 
positivity with autocontrol negative  with highest 
incidence in  hemato-oncology patients  followed by 
patients with gynecological malignancies. 30  %  per 
cent of the total alloantibodies identified were against  
Rh antigens and remaining panpositive samples 
require further evaluation. These findings emphasize 
the role of extended antigen typing, and the 
importance of being able to provide Rh and Kell 
matched blood to reduce the complications of 
alloimmunisation due to blood transfusion.
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Journal Club/Guest Lecture/
Review Lecture Presentations
(January 2016 to June 2016)

Sr. 
No.

Date Presenter/
Department

Topic Authors Citation

1 23.01.16 Bhratri Bhushan
Medical Oncology 

Prospective Validation of a 21-Gene 
Expression Assay in Breast Cancer

JA Sparano, RJ 
Gray, DF Makower, 
KIPritchard, KS 
Albain

New England  J 
Med, 2015;  
373, no. 21

2 26.03.16 Kobawala Toral
Division of Molecular 
Endocrinology

Anti-miRNA-221 sensitizes human 
colorectal carcinoma cells to radiation by 
upregulating PTEN

Qi Xue, Kai Sun, 
Hai-Jun Deng, 
Shang-Tong Lei, 
Jing-Qing Dong, 
Guo-Xin Li

World J 
Gastroenterol 
2013 December 
28; 19(48): 
9307-9317

3 09.04.16 Sanghavi Priti
Palliative Medicine 

Why Palliative Care in Oncology 
practice? Early Palliative Care for 
patients with metastatic non-small cell 
lung cancer

Jennifer S Temel, 
Joseph A, et al

New England 
Journal of 
Medicine, 
2010,363:8:733-
742

4 23.04.16 Patel Rohini
Community Oncology 
Department

Immunogenicity and HPV infection after 
one, two and three doses of quadrivalent 
HPV vaccine in girls in India: a 
multicentre prospective cohort study.

Rengaswamy 
Sankaranarayanan, 
Nirja Bhatla, 
Parimal Jivarajani, 
Geeta Joshi, et al.

The Lancet 
Oncology 
S1470-2045 
1500414-3

5 14.05.16 Sankaye Smita
Department of 
Pathology

The 2014 International Society of 
Urological Pathology (ISUP) Consensus 
Conference on Gleason Grading of 
Prostatic Carcinoma: Definition of 
Grading Patterns and Proposal for a New 
Grading System

Epstein JI, Egevad 
L, Amin MB, 
Delahunt B, Srigley 
JR, Humphrey PA

Am J Surg 
Pathol 2016 
Feb;40(2):244-
252

6 28.05.16 Shah Kanisha
Medicinal Chemistry 
& Pharmaco-genomics 

Circulating Cell-Free Tumour DNA in the 
Management of Cancer 

Glenn Francis and 
Sandra Stein

Int. J. Mol. Sci. 
2015, 16, 14122-
14142

7 11.06.16 Dange Avadhut
Surgical Oncology

Role of prophylactic central compartment 
lymph node dissection in clinically N0 
differentiated thyroid cancer patients: 
analysis of risk factors and review of 
modern trends

Giovanni Conzo 
Ernesto Tartaglia1, 
Nicola Avenia, Pier 
Giorgio Calò, 
Annamaria de 
Bellis, Katherine 
Esposito, Claudio 
Gambardella, Sergio 
Iorio, et al

World Journal of 
Surgical 
Oncology 
(2016) 14:149 
DOI 
10.1186/s12957-
016-0879-4 

8 25.06.16 Bharadwaj Bikram
Gynaecological 
Oncology

Individualized Treatment of Patients With 
Early-Stage Epithelial Ovarian Cancer 
After Incomplete Initial Surgery

HuaTu, Ying 
Xiong,He Huang, et 
al

International 
Journal of  
Gynecological 
Cancer                        
2016  
26(73- 81 )
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Case Presentations for Morbidity, Mortality at Clinical
Meetings
(January 2016 to June 2016)

Sr.
No

Date  Presenter/Department  Case Discussion

 1 23.01.2016 Chavda Naimish
Anesthesiology

Mortality and Morbidity Data Presentation of Surgical 
and Medical Departments

2 13.02.2016 Cherian Roy
Anaesthesiology

Mortality and Morbidity Data Presentation of Surgical 
and Medical Departments

3 26.03.2016 Surekha Shaboo
Anesthesiology

Mortality and Morbidity Data Presentation of Surgical 
and Medical Departments

 4 23.04.2016 Cherian Roy
Anaesthesiology

Mortality and Morbidity Data Presentation of Surgical 
and Medical Departments

 5 14.05.2016 Cherian Roy
Anaesthesiology

Mortality and Morbidity Data Presentation of Surgical 
and Medical Departments

6 25.06.2016 Cherian Roy
Anaesthesiology

Mortality and Morbidity Data Presentation of Surgical 
and Medical Departments

Presentations at the Clinical Meetings
(January 2016 to June 2016)

Sr. No. Date Speaker/Department
Title

1 09.01.2016 Patel Vishal
Nuclear Medicine

Early metabolic response using 18f–18-f-fdg-pet can 
prognosticate better than conventional ct imaging in 
paediatric patients of Burkitt’s Lymphoma

2 23.01.2016 Gupta Sunnia
Radiotherapy

Retrospective analysis of pt1/2N0 oral tongue 
carcinoma patients treated at GCRI

3 13.02.2016 Kumari Rashmi
Gynaecological Oncology

Neo-adjuvant treatment in locally advanced vulvar 
cancer

4 12.03.2016 Chakraborty Amit
Surgical Oncology

Evaluation  of possum  score in  predicting  morbidity 
and  mortality  following  major  oncosurgical  
procedures

5 26.03.2015 L. Gaurav
Radiology

Elastography and clinical uses

6 28.05.2015 Momin Atikahmed G. 
Anasthesiology

Comparative evaluation of subclavian vein 
catheterisation using supraclavicular versus 
infraclavicular approach

7 25.06.2016 Kusumgar Rima
Blood Bank

Antibody screening and identification
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 Interventional Therapy Center (IVTC) is a 
state of the art center for diagnostic and therapeutic 
endoscopy. It was established with the aim of providing 
a comprehensive center for modern and advanced 
techniques and new directions in endoscopy 
procedures. It is the only center of its kind in the campus 
of civil hospital, Ahmedabad, and since then, it 
continues to provide comprehensive endoscopy care 
not only to the patients of Gujarat Cancer Research 
Institute (GCRI), but also those of entire civil hospital 
campus. 

Foundation and formation
 IVTC was established in December 1993 after 
relentless efforts by the then director, Dr. Devendra 
Patel and developed during the initial years by Dr. Yatin 
Patel, who was associated with the department till 
recently. 
 IVTC is situated on 2nd floor in room no 251 in 
the main building of GCRI, and occupies around 3000 
square feet area. It comprises of a large waiting area and 
recovery room of 6 beds. Both the waiting area and the 
recovery rooms occupy about 1000 sq ft each. There are 
two operation theatres:  One (280 sqft) for gastroscopy 
& advanced procedures like ERCP which is equipped 
with Image Intensifying Television (IITV). The other 
one (340 sq ft) is dedicated to colonoscopy and 
bronchoscopy. Apart from this, there is a large storage 
room, separate area for manual cleaning and separate 
rooms for doctor, nursing staff and ward servants. For 
the easy and smooth working of the center, policies are 
developed into a procedural manual for patient 
reception, preparation, endoscopy procedure, recovery 
stage and discharge from center with proper advice.

Equipment and facility
 At present, IVTC has two video- gastro scopes, 
one colonoscope and one side view endoscope 
(Olympus® endoscopy, Q150 series) along with two 
video processors (CV-150). Apart from this, the 
department is equipped with Image Intensifying 
Television (IITV – Surgico® 100R-HF), ERBE® 
electrosurgical unit (300s) and Dräger® anesthesia 
trolley. In the center, we use standard endoscopic 
accessories and provide computer generated report of 
the procedure. 

The Team 
 IVTC works under the department of surgical 
oncology, and since its inception it has been managed 
by  a  team of  medica l  gas t roen tero log is t s , 
pulmonologists, surgical-oncologists and anesthetists. 
At present, there are two full time gastroenterologists 

and one part time gastroenterologist. On the pulmonary 
side, we have a team of two pulmonologist who give 
part time service, daily. There is an experienced surgical 
back up and anesthesia team to provide comprehensive 
care. IVTC also has four experienced nursing staff, one 
OT technician and four ward servants.

Procedures
 The IVTC department is a high volume center 
for endoscopy services and performs advanced 
endoscopy like ERCP & Pleuroscopy. We perform 
about 25-30 procedures daily, that includes diagnostic 
Upper GI & Lower GI procedures and bronchoscopy 
which constitute major bulk of procedures. We also 
perform entire range of therapeutic Upper & Lower GI 
procedures like endoprosthesis placement, placement 
of PEG, along with advanced endoscopy procedures 
like ERCP and pleuroscopy. At IVTC, we perform 
procedure not only related to malignancy but also 
provide complete endoscopy care for benign diseases 
like dilatation for caustic injury strictures of esophagus, 
Endoscopic Variceal Ligation, sclerotherapy, balloon 
dilatation and polypectomy. In last 5 years, IVTC has 
catered to around 5000 patient per year. It has 
conducted around 6759 procedure in period from April 
2015 to March 2016 which includes more than 4000 
diagnostic endoscopy and 1500 therapeutic endoscopy 
as well as more than 400 advanced endoscopy 
procedure including ERCP. Very few centers in India 
carry out this magnitude of diagnostic or therapeutic 
procedures, making IVTC one of the high volume 
centers. 
 At IVTC, around 25-30 patients are seen daily 
requiring super specialty consultations as part of 
complete care in cancer patient.
Training, education and academic activities:
Department faculties regularly attend and participate in 
conferences and workshops to remain updated and 
present various papers in relevant conferences. In the 
past, IVTC has conducted many workshops and 
conferences which were attended by a large number of 
national delegates. The department has also been 
imparting training program for those other than surgical 
oncology residents, interested in learning endoscopy.

Future plan and scope 
 There is proposal for purchase of latest 
endoscopy system with image enhancing technology 
along with endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) which is now 
essential for any gastro-oncology care.  The department 
with its original concept in proposed design at new 
GCRI building will be state of art center and will be at 
par with best gastro-oncology institute in world. 

Shri Hiralal Bhagwati
Interventional Therapy Center
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 Minimal Invasive Surgery Department was 
inaugurated by the then health minister Shri I. K. 
Jadeja on 16-9- 2003 and   well supported by then 
Director Dr. Pankaj M Shah.  Laparoscopic HD 
camera, ultrasonic coagulator and dissector and other 
instruments were procured to start this department. At 
GCRI from September 2003 onwards advanced 
l a p a r o s c o p i c  p r o c e d u r e s  a n d  d i a g n o s t i c 
Laparoscopies are done quite routinely in this 
departments which includes diagnostic laparoscopy, 
minimally invasive esophagectomy, lap sssisted 
gastrectomy, hemicolectomy, anterior resection, low 
anterior  resection,  APR, lap nephrectomy, 
adrenalectomy, lung lobectomy and pneumonectomy, 
lap assisted mediastinal mass excision, etc. We are in a 
process of procuring another HD and 3D laparoscopic 
systems, vessel sealer equipment, and Cusa, etc. I 
sincerely desire that we will be able to start Robotic 
surgery when we establish in NEW GCRI building.

 The Gujarat Cancer & Research Institute 
(GCRI) is now offered the status of State Cancer 
Institute (SCI) by Govt. of India. There can be only 
one SCI in each state. So GCRI has grown from RCC 
to SCI. There are many benefits to this. All other 
tertiary cancer centers (TCC) may come under GCRI 
or GCRI may be asked to extend help for establishing 
such new TCCs; viz. Vadodara, Bhavnagar etc. GCRI 
is already giving guidance and suggestions to Rajkot 
TCC. We are already managing Siddhpur cancer 
centre, Radiotherapy and Chemotherapy services are 
running quite well.

 Long awaited dream of having NEW GCRI is 
coming true. Our new GCRI building will be built in 
two phases, phase 1 and 2. This is only possible by 
tremendous help from Government of Gujarat (GoG). 
In fact GoG is building NEW GCRI with future plans 

of our need. Phase 1 will have phases 1-A, 1-B and 1-
C. Phase 1-A & 1-B is almost ready and will be 
functional in early 2017, whereas construction for 1-C 
will also begin in 2017 and probably over in another 
two years. Complete phase-1 of GCRI will have out- 
patient department, 600 indoor beds, pathology lab, 
radiology department, nineteen modern modular 
operation theatres, state of the art auditorium (Cama 
hall) apart from blood bank, administrative block, 
double basement parking and two bunkers for latest 
radiotherapy machines in basement.  Phase-2 will 
have research,  radiotherapy,  bone marrow 
transplantation (BMT) departments apart from 
another 400 indoor beds, students hostel, etc. This will 
make GCRI 1000 bedded Cancer Institute, the largest 
in our country. We extend our gratitude towards our 
Chairman, Shri Pankajbhai R. Patel for giving us 
noteworthy guidance, suggestions and help.

 We have stared region-wise specialty services 
in surgical oncology from July 2016. Three major 
services are started viz. 1) Head and Neck, Breast, 2) 
Thorax & Miscellaneous and 3) GI and HPB. These 
services are working very effectively and smoothly. 
There is lot of scope of further improvising and 
modernizing these services by procuring latest 
equipments (e.g. gamma probe for sentinel lymph 
node mapping of breast cancer) and we are working on 
it. We will start tumor board activity in each of these 
specialties from January 2017. Other super specialties 
are already working for long time viz., gynec-
oncology, uro-oncology, ortho-oncology, pediatric 
oncology,  neuro-oncology and plast ic  and 
reconstructive services. 

 We are happy to announce that GCRI has 
started MCI approved M.Ch Gynec Oncology course 
from 2016 and one student has already joined.

Kothari Kiran C.
MS, DNB, PGDHHM, FMAS, FCLS, FIAGES
Dy. Director & Professor, Department of Surgical Oncology
The Gujarat Cancer & Research Institute (GCRI), Ahmedabad
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Interventional Therapy Centre - IVTC

Operation Theatre No.1 with IITV,
Electrosurgical unit & Anesthesia trolley. Operation Theatre No. 2

Esophageal SEMS (Metal stent)

Recovery room

Gastroscopic view of PEG tube

ERCP image

Tracheoesophageal fistula
(Bronchoscopic View)
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